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DFID and UK Aid 

There has been a lot of talk about and discussion of

DFID’s Strategy for Renewable Natural Resources

Research with the objective of generating “new
knowledge and to promote its uptake and application such
that the livelihoods of poor people are improved through better
management of renewable natural resources”. Brave words

to write but very difficult to implement and build a

vehicle to make certain that the objective is attained.

The strategy is neatly divided into a bilateral and a

multilateral component. I have no quibble with the

bilateral programmes outsourced at British establish-

ments, as this keeps researchers at the cutting edge of

science, essential in the long term, provided that

national institutions in the recipient countries are

integrated into the research of problems dictated by

the local farming communities. The spin-off to the

recipient country should be more important than the

employment of the scientists back home in the UK.

The DFID Central Research Department has to make

the right policy decisions to put in place a structure

that will ensure that programmes directly target the

problems of the poor who depend on renewable

natural resources. They should not be blinkered but

make use of all the technical know-how available.

How well geared are DFID to help countries build

their own capacity for agricultural development?

Within the multilateral component, a large chunk of

money goes to the Consultative Group on Inter-

national Agricultural Research. DFID is doubling its

aid to the CGIAR to £20 million annually, but is this

money being well spent? Is it just funding pro-

grammes to develop new germplasm and improved

technologies? How concerned are the international

centres about technology transfer to resource-poor

farmers and how involved are they at working with

communities at village level? Communicating

technologies and developing the national institutions

to do their own research have to be prime long-term

goals of the CGIAR. A continuum of scientific

breakthroughs to provide more food and raise the

countries’ standards of living is to be applauded but

does it embrace the entire farming community?

Maybe the global research system needs to scale down

its science and put more emphasis and effort into

technology transfer methodologies to disseminate

existing research ideas, and look at the ways that local

agricultural policies can be focused on the poorer end

of the farming communities.   

Two articles in this Newsletter are relevant. First is the

Japan-CGIAR relationship and what it has achieved

AGMAGM
NEWNEW

VENUEVENUE
THE FARMERS CLUB, 3

WHITEHALL COURT, LONDON
SW1A 2EL

(see map on Yellow Page ii for
directions)

AGM AND ANNUAL MEMORIAL
LECTURE

WEDNESDAY, 14TH DECEMBER
2005, 5.00 P.M.

over the years, and illustrates how a country’s aid

organisations can interact with the international

community for mutual benefit. The other is about the

achievements of FARM-Africa over the past two

decades, showing what can be done by working

exclusively at the grass roots to develop innovative

methods to transfer ideas and technology to resource-

poor herders and farmers, some of who survive on

one or maybe two acres. Can DFID learn from

approaches like these?

Let us know what you think about
the UK’s aid to international
agricultural development?

Remember, it is your money that
the government is spending. 
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Draft Constitution

DRAFT REVISED CONSTITUTION

The following Draft Constitution, prepared by the Executive Committee, includes additions to and
deletions from the existing constitution that are necessary in order to reflect the changing face of
our Association. Please peruse this document, as ratification will be sought at this year’s AGM
(Editor).

Tropical Agriculture Association
(Bringing together those concerned with the role of agriculture and poverty alleviation in

sustainable development). Registered charity No. 800663.

Constitution

Constitution

SECTION 1: The Association, its purposes and status

1.1 There shall be an association established in the

United Kingdom by the name of the Tropical

Agriculture Association (hereinafter referred to as

the Association). This Constitution defines the

purposes and status, membership and govern-

ance of the Association. 

1.2 The purposes of the Association are to be an

association of practitioners (including research

workers, teachers and advisers, development

specialists and students) and of others concerned

with the science and practice of agriculture and

its impact on human development.  Particular

emphasis is given to those regions of the world

which have tropical, sub-tropical and winter

rainfall climates, and particularly in developing

countries as defined by the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, and emerging

economies in other parts of the world.  However,

the Executive Committee of the Association shall

determine the limits of those regions according

to its discretion in particular instance, and to

make the public aware of the work of the

Association. 

1.3 In furtherance of the said objects but not other-

wise the Association may: 

(i) Bring together in conference representa-

tives of voluntary organisations, Govern-

ment departments, statutory authorities

and individuals, to address memoranda and

the like to national or international public

and private agencies and to present

evidence to commissions of inquiry and the

like; 

(ii) Promote and carry out or assist in pro-

moting and carrying out research and

investigations, surveys, development pro-

jects and the like, and to publish the useful

results thereof; 

(iii) Arrange and provide for or join in arranging

and providing for the holding of confer-

ences, seminars, meetings, workshops and

the like; 

(iv) Collect and disseminate information on all

matters affecting the said objects and

exchange such information with other

bodies having similar objects wherever they

might be located;

(v) Encourage and in appropriate cases

promote the training of workers for service

in support of agricultural and rural develop-

ment in the regions defined in Clause 1.2

above, including the provision of oppor-

tunities to obtain overseas experience; 

(vi) Undertake, execute, manage or assist any

charitable trusts or award funds which may

lawfully be undertaken, executed, managed

or assisted by the Association; 

(vii) Cause to be written and printed or other-

wise reproduced and circulated, gratuit-

ously or otherwise, such papers, books,

periodicals, pamphlets or other documents

or films or recorded tapes (whether in

electronic, audio or visual format) as shall

further the said objects; 

(viii) Purchase, take on lease or in exchange, hire

or otherwise acquire any property and any

rights and privileges necessary for the

promotion of the said objects and con-



struct, maintain and alter any buildings or

erections necessary for the work of the

Association; 

(ix) Make regulations for any property which

may be so acquired; 

(x) Subject to such consents as may be required

by law, sell, let, mortgage, dispose of or

turn to account all or any of the property or

assets of the Association; 

(xi) Subject to such consents as may be required

by law, borrow or raise money for the said

objects and accept gifts on such terms and

on such security as shall be deemed to be

necessary; 

(xii) Establish branches in any country, or

region, the purposes of which will conform

with those of the parent association, and

enable greater participation by members of

those regions;

(xiii) Establish special interest groups within the

association;

(xiv) Employ staff to work for the Association,

and establish their terms of reference;

(xv) Act in such other ways as may support the

objectives set out in Clause 1.2 of this

Section. 

1.4 The Association shall: 

(i)  Raise funds and invite and receive

contributions from any person or persons

whatsoever by way of subscriptions and

otherwise provided that the Association

shall not undertake permanent trading

activities in raising funds for the said

objects; 

(ii)     Invest the moneys of the Association not

immediately required for the said objects in

or upon such investments, securities or

property as may be thought fit, subject

nevertheless to such conditions (if any) as

may for the time being be imposed or

required by law; 

(iii) Do all such other lawful things as are

necessary for the attainment of the said

objects. 

SECTION II: Membership of the Association 

2.1 Categories of Membership

Membership is open to all qualified members of

the public. There shall be five principal categories

of individual membership of the Association,

namely: Ordinary Members, Honorary Members,

Fellows, Student Members and Associate

Members The membership categories may be

divided into sub-categories, reflecting the

benefits options which the Association may from

time to time introduce. Members shall receive all

relevant papers, notices and reports issued by the

Association. Only members may attend Annual

and Extraordinary General Meetings. Non-

members may however be invited, with or with-

out payment of fees as determined by the

Association, to attend all other functions or to

participate in all other activities organised by the

Association.  In addition there shall be Corporate

Members.

Membership is open to all qualified members of

the public. There shall be five principal categories

of membership of the Association, namely:

Corporate Members, Ordinary Members, Honor-

ary Members, Student Members, and Reciprocal

Members. Members shall receive all relevant

papers, notices and reports issued by the

Association. Only members may attend Annual

and Extraordinary General Meetings and Visits.

The categories may be divided into sub-

categories, reflecting the benefits options which

the Association may from time to time introduce.

2.2 Individual Members

Full membership of the Association shall be open

to: 

Persons 18 years old or over wherever they may

reside. The Association will give equal opport-

unities to all and will not discriminate on the

grounds of race, age, sex, disability or religion.

However members should: 

(i) hold appropriate degrees or higher national

diplomas or other qualifications of institu-

tions acceptable to the Executive Com-

mittee of the Association, and have been

engaged professionally in service related to

agricultural and rural development in

countries in the regions of the world

specified in Clause 1.2 above for a signi-

ficant period of time (normally exceeding

one calendar year) or; 
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(ii) have been professionally engaged in work

which is or has been directed to agricultural

and rural development in the regions of the

world specified in Clause 1.2 or; 

(iii) are regarded by the Executive Committee of

the Association as having professional

experience equivalent to that specified in (i)

or (ii) above

and have paid the subscription levied in respect of

their grade of membership.

2.3  Honorary Members 

Persons who are judged by the Executive

Committee of the Association to be rendering or

to have rendered distinguished service to

agricultural and rural development in the regions

of the world specified in Clause 1.2 may be invited

by the Executive Committee to become honorary

members of the Association. 

2.4 Student Members 

Persons who are registered students in a

University or other teaching institution approved

by the Executive Committee and who are

following a full-time course intended to prepare

them for professional service in agricultural or

rural development in regions specified in Clause

1.2 are eligible to apply for student membership,

irrespective of their nationality or normal place of

residence. 

2.5 Associate Members

Members of other organisations, having similar

objectives to those of the Association, may be

offered Associate membership under specific

financial arrangements as are agreed from time to

time on a case by case basis. Overseas Branches of

the Association will be given Associate member-

ship. Members of Associated organisations are

given the same status and rights as individual

members of the Association.  

2.6 Corporate Members

Corporate Membership to be open to national,

international and local companies and organisa-

tions and national, international and local

voluntary organisations, whether corporate or

unincorporated, which are interested in further-

ing the said work and have paid the annual

subscription. Each member organisation shall

appoint one individual person to represent it and

vote on its behalf at General Meetings of the

Association. In the event of such individual

person resigning or otherwise leaving an

organisation, he or she shall forthwith cease to be

a representative thereof. Each member organisa-

tion may appoint a deputy to replace its appointed

representative if the latter is unable to attend any

particular meeting of the Association. 

2.7  Admission to membership

Applications or proposals for membership shall

be made to the Membership

Secretary in such manner as may be prescribed by

the Executive Committee. The names of persons

accepted into membership shall be notified to the

members of the Association. 

2.8  Termination of membership

The Executive Committee may at its sole dis-

cretion remove from membership any member or

organisation whose activities are deemed to be

contrary to the objectives of the Association

provided that the individual member concerned

or the individual representing such organisation

(as the case may be) shall have the right to be

heard by the said Executive Committee before a

final decision is made. 

SECTION III: Governance of the Association 

3.1 Government of the Association 

(i) The Association shall be governed by an

Annual General Meeting for which a

month’s notice has to be given, at which all

members are entitled to be present and to

speak.  All members may vote in person, by

correspondence or by proxy. The repre-

sentative of a corporate member has a

single vote.

(ii) The Annual General Meeting, chaired by

the President or in his absence the

Chairman, shall elect the Officers of the

Association and the elected members of the

Executive Committee and shall appoint an

auditor or auditors. It shall receive and

discuss the reports of the Executive

Committee and the Officers and may

approve, amend, refer back or reject any of

these reports. It shall consider and

determine proposed changes in the

Constitution and it shall determine the

policies and programmes of the

Association. 

(iii) If fewer than 20 ordinary and honorary

members are present, the Annual General

5
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Meeting shall be postponed to a later

occasion at which the quorum shall

similarly be 20 ordinary and honorary

members. 

(iv) An Extraordinary General Meeting may be

called by the Executive Committee or at the

request of not fewer than 50 ordinary and

honorary members of the Association,

made in writing to the General Secretary.

An Extraordinary General Meeting shall

have all the powers of an Annual General

Meeting. 

(v) The Officers of the Association shall consist

of President, Chairman, General Secretary,

Membership Secretary, Treasurer and

Editor. In addition, other positions, which

shall from time to time exist, will be given

officer status (e.g., Chairman of the TAAF

Committee, Assistant Editor, Webmaster,

Directory Editor, BESO Coordinator, UK

Forum Secretary, Specialist Group

Convenors, Regional Group Convenors,

Overseas Branch Coordinators and the

Royal Show Organiser).

3.2 The Executive Committee 
3.2.1 The affairs of the Association shall be

conducted between Annual or Extraordin-

ary General Meetings, in accordance with

the objectives set out in Clause 1.2, by an

Executive Committee. The Executive Com-

mittee shall consist of the Officers (see

Clause 3.1.v) and six members, nominated

and seconded from the ordinary and

honorary members, and elected by those

members voting in person, by corres-

pondence or by proxy at an Annual or Extra-

ordinary General Meeting of the Associa-

tion, together with co-opted members as

specified below. Notice of the vacancies, for

which nominations are required, should be

given not less than two months in advance

of the meeting. 

3.2.2 The President shall have the power to

nominate up to four ordinary or honorary

members of the Association to be co-opted

to the Executive Committee, and selected so

as to ensure that the Executive Committee

includes members working a wide range if

civil society, namely in teaching institu-

tions, employed by Government agencies

and employed by Non-Government organ-

isations and private companies. Such co-

opted members shall have the right to vote

at meetings of the Executive Committee.

3.2.3 The Officers and elected and co-opted

members of the Executive Committee shall

serve for up to three years. They shall be

elected or co-opted for such periods as will

ensure that one-third of the members and

co-opted members retire each year. They

shall be eligible for re-election or co-option

for further periods.

3.2.4 In the event of any post in the Executive

Committee falling vacant for any reason

during the year, the Executive Committee

may fill the vacancy by nomination which

will be effective until the following Annual

General Meeting when election will be held

in the normal manner. 

SECTION IV: Finance 

4.1 All moneys raised by or on behalf of the

Association and all its funds shall be applied to

further the objects of the Association and for no

other purpose provided that nothing herein

contained shall prevent the payment in good faith

of reasonable and proper remuneration to any

employee of the Association or the repayment to

members of the Committee or of any committee

appointed under Clause 3.2.1 hereof of

reasonable out-of-pocket expenses.

4.2 The Honorary Treasurer shall keep proper

accounts of the finances of the Association.

4.3 The accounts shall be audited at least once a year

by the auditor or auditors appointed at the Annual

General Meeting.

4.4 An audited statement of the accounts for the last

financial year shall be submitted by the

Committee to the Annual General Meeting as

aforesaid.

4.5 A bank account or accounts shall be opened in the

name of the Association with such bank as the

Committee shall from time to time decide. The

Chairman, Treasurer, Membership Secretary and

the General Secretary of the Association are

authorised to sign cheques on behalf of the

Association.

4.6 Subscriptions: 

4.6.1 With the exception of Honorary Members,

subscriptions for all classes will be an

amount determined at an Annual General
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Meeting. Honorary Members will be

excluded from such payment.

4.6.2 Subscriptions shall be paid to the Treasurer

in such manner as may be determined from

time to time by the Annual General

Meeting. A member who fails to pay his

subscription by the due date shall be

deemed, after due warning, to have term-

inated his/her membership though this

shall not remove his/her obligation to pay

his/her subscription for the period during

which he/she was deemed to be a member.

SECTION V: Dissolution 

If the Committee by a simple majority decide at any

time for any reason that it is necessary or advisable to

dissolve the Association, it shall call a meeting of all

members of the Association who have the power to

vote, of which meeting not less than one month’s

notice (stating the terms of the Resolution to be

proposed thereat) shall be given. If such decision shall

be confirmed by a simple majority of those present

and voting at such meeting, the Committee shall have

power to dispose of any assets held by or on behalf of

the Association. Any assets remaining after the

satisfaction of any proper debts and liabilities shall be

given or transferred to such other charitable

institution or institutions having objects similar to the

objects of the Association as the Committee may

determine. No profit or surplus will be distributed

other than to a similar charity registered institution on

winding up or dissolution of the Association. 

SECTION VI: Notices 

Any notice may be served by the General Secretary on

any member either personally or on his/her appointed

representative as the case may be, or by sending it

through the post in a prepaid letter addressed to such

member at his/her last known address. 

SECTION VII: Interpretation 

For the interpretation of this Constitution, the

Interpretation Act, 1978 shall apply as it applies to the

interpretation of an Act of Parliament.

SECTION V111: Alteration of this Constitution

Any alteration of this Constitution shall receive the

assent of a simple majority of the ordinary and

honorary members of the Association present and

voting at a meeting specially called for the purpose

provided that notice of any such alteration shall have

been received by the General Secretary in writing not

less than two months before the meeting at which the

alteration is to be proposed. At least one month’s

notice in writing of such a meeting, setting forth the

terms of the alteration, shall be sent by the General

Secretary to each member of the Association provided

that no alteration shall be made which would have the

effect of causing the Association to cease to be a

Charity at law.

APPENDIX:
Responsibilities of Officials

of the Association

All officials are duty bound to promote the

Association, recruit new members, attend Association

functions whenever possible and represent the

Association at functions and meetings convened by

other bodies.

Responsibilities of the Executive Committee

To manage the day-to-day business of the Association

between Annual General Meetings

To determine the policies of the Association

To ensure that the Association acts in accordance with

its constitution, and complies with the requirements

of the Charity Commission

To promote the establishment of Specialist Groups,

Regional Branches and Overseas Branches

To ensure that the Association contributes to relevant

consultations and discussions 

President 

To preside over the Annual General Meeting

To preside over any meetings of the Executive

Committee at which he/she is present

Chairman

To chair all meetings of the Executive Committee,

unless these are presided over by the President 

To attend the Annual General Meeting and present a

report on the past year’s activities

To communicate with all Executive Committee

members, encouraging them to address their

responsibilities

General Secretary 

To arrange and keep minutes at Executive Committee

meetings (normally four a year) 

To organise the Annual General meeting of the

Association, and keep minutes

To organise a Biennial Meeting of the Association to

cover a technical subject 
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To arrange the annual Ralph Melville Memorial

Lecture

To send in the annual return to the Charity

Commission

Membership Secretary

To maintain the database of members 

To register new members 

To deal with members enquires 

To publish a yearly list of members 

To send mailing labels to the distributors four times a

year for Newsletter mailings 

To add payments made by members to the mailing list

and each year in November send a letter to non-payers

reminding them of the situation 

Remove non-payers from the active list in December

of each year 

Webmaster (A post that will be created now that we have
online members) 

To maintain a web page on behalf of the Association

and ensure that the content is up dated as needed 

To maintain contact with Net Benefit (who host the

site) and Workwithus (on line payments) and ensure

that payments are maintained 

To ensure that the email links on the general

information page are current 

To keep the diary page up-to-date 

To up-load on line versions of the TAA Newsletter and

List of Members 

To change passwords each year in February 

To liaise with CABI to retain the link with the CABI

database 

To ensure that links on the page remain functional 

Treasurer 

To manage the Association’s financial affairs -

including maintaining its bank accounts

To produce the annual statement of accounts,

including an income and expenditure account and a

balance sheet

To have the accounts audited

To present the accounts for approval by the Annual

General Meeting

To produce an annual budget for approval by the

Executive Committee, and update the Executive

Committee on the financial position at all Executive

Committee meetings

Editor Newsletter  (together with the assistant editor)

To be responsible for receiving contributions for the

quarterly Newsletter, and preparing the material for

publication

To write, or arrange to have written, an editorial for

each issue of the Newsletter

To submit the Newsletter material to the Typesetter, and

monitor the process of printing, distribution and

ensuring that a copy is posted on the website

To report to the Executive Committee and the

membership at the Annual General Meeting

Local Organisers 

To obtain a database of local members from the

Membership Secretary 

To organise at least two local meetings a year 

To ensure that a report on these meetings is forwarded

to the Editor of the Newsletter 

To inform both the Editor and the Webmaster of

details of planned events 

To account to the Treasurer for any funds made

available for the running of the local branch 

Convenors of Specialist Groups

To keep a list of members of the group and inform the

Membership Secretary who they are

To organise at least two meetings of the group each

year (these can be in association with regional

meetings)

To develop the group’s activities in the interest of the

members, including links with other organisations

having similar interests (e.g., the Agri-Business group

links with BCCB)

To encourage the group to engage in relevant debates,

including lobbying to protect and further the interests

of the group

TAAF Chairman

To maintain an active TAAF Committee and organise

its meetings

To be responsible for the fund-raising activities of

TAAF

By chairing the TAAF committee, receive applications

for awards, make appropriate awards, and inform the

Association’s treasurer 

To maintain contact with present and past Awardees,

and encourage them to continue their membership of

the Association
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To arrange meetings, or other mechanisms such as

TAAFNET, in the interest of awardees and ex-

awardees, and advise the Executive Committee in

respect of activities aimed at meeting their needs.

Other members of the Executive Committee

To attend Executive Committee meetings

To participate in Association activities.

Overseas Branch Coordinators

To maintain a list of the members of the Branch and

keep the Membership Secretary informed

To organise activities of the Branch

To maintain bank account(s)

To receive and account for all subventions given to the

branch by the Association, and to remit to the

Association such dues as agreed in the constitution of

the Branch

To be responsible for the local distribution of

Newsletter

To send the Newsletter Editor material for publication

BESO Coordinator

To maintain links with BESO and assist with the

identification of Association members willing to work

for BESO 

To keep the Executive Committee informed of BESO

activities

Royal Show Organiser

To organise the Association’s participation in the

annual Royal Agriculture Show, including the content

of the Association’s stand

To arrange for Association members to staff the stand

at all times.

Directory Editor

To maintain the On-line Directory of CVs

To publicise and up-date the Directory

To manage registration of members

To coordinate the activities of the Directory

Administrator

To liaise with the Webmaster for links with the TAA

web site
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Executive Committee
Nominations

� CHAIRMAN

� MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

� TREASURER

Members are requested to submit

nominations for these three major

positions in the management team

that run your Association

If you look at the inside front cover of the

Newsletters published since the mid-1990s you will

realize that these three posts have been occupied

by the same three members. Roger Smith has

been on the committee since March 1993 and our

Chairman for the past nine years and does not

seek re-election. Tony Smith has been Member-

ship Secretary for eight years, has looked after

our web site since it was started seven years ago

and has been the regional convenor for Scotland/

Borders for 14 years. Laurie Robertson has been

our Treasurer for nine years. All three have given

dedicated service to TAA and selflessly of their

time to ensure that the TAA administrative

machinery has continued to function. Tony and

Laurie are willing to stay in office for another

year, because knowing the complexity of their

jobs, they realize that there will have to be a

handing-over period for an understudy to

become familiar with the work involved. It is

customary for officers to serve for up to three

years, but not for eight or nine. It is essential that

we find members who are willing to serve their

Association and give the present incumbents a

well-earned rest. We owe it to them.

The Committee would also welcome
nominations from members willing to serve
on ExCo in other capacities.
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The TAA Award Fund
Basil Hoare

The meeting was basically a networking occasion,

with informality the keynote, to provide a chance for

TAAF awardees to meet and exchange ideas, and talk

to TAA members and a donor representative. Five of

our recent awardees talked about their projects, their

current studies in some cases and career development

in others.  

TAAF has given 116 awards averaging just under

£1,000.  However, we are tending to increase the

amount and we have recently given £2,000 to a young

Reading MSc student for his project in India. Fifty-six

awards have been given to women and 60 to men.

Projects have been in more than 40 countries – about

half in Africa and the remainder equally divided

between Asia and Latin America. Applicants should be

under 30 years of age and be prepared to undertake a

project of not less than six months. Awardees are

selected by the Award Fund committee (ten

members), who have worked for the British

government, FAO, the World Bank, CDC, NGOs and

private companies.

Current funding comes from various sources:

� TAA

� The Gatsby Foundation has given us £5,000 per

annum for the last three years (represented at the

meeting by Dr Yvonne Pinto).

� The Tim Jarman Memorial Fund contributes about

£1,000 per annum.

� The Syngenta Foundation, through the aegis of our

President Andrew Bennett.

� Individual donors.

At present we are not getting many applications.

However we have done a great deal to publicise the

Fund. We have been in contact with a number of

colleges and universities and have distributed our

leaflets and poster widely. We are always present at the

Royal Show when ex-awardees help on the TAA stand.

However, perhaps young people are keener to get a job

as quickly as possible to pay off their debts rather than

spend six months in a non-salaried situation.

Career development for returning
TAAF awardees—an employer’

perspectives (consultancy
company)
Jim Turnbull

Career development is mostly the luck of being in the

right place at the right time. In my own case: 

� Lucky that VSO posted me to a rural development

project in Zambia for two years and not to run a

school farm or to teach English.

� Lucky that a commercial farmer sat next to a

colleagues’ mother on a plane, learnt about VSOs

being in the country and made contact when

looking for a relief manager for six weeks, leading

to a four-year employment.

� Lucky to be introduced to a UK consultancy

company which had just won a lot of work in

Zambia, and spent much of the next year back on

familiar territory.

� Lucky to get the opportunity to break out of Central

Africa by volunteering for a donor-funded assign-

ment in Nigeria as a livestock expert.

� Lucky to get a break to work in Malaysia as a farm

mechanisation specialist on a private sector-funded

project.

All of this led to a rewarding career of over 30 years in

international agriculture.

So how to improve your luck:

� Consulting companies come in all shapes and sizes

but are one of the main deliverers of expertise to

international development. In the eighties these

companies often had substantial numbers of

technical staff but nowadays it is much more

common for them to use freelance consultants

from their database.

� I used to manage a consultant database with many

thousands registered. Typically I would speed-scan

a long list of potential candidates generated from a

keyword search undertaken by my administrator,

spending only seconds on each CV before arriving
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Meeting on the TAA Award Fund and career opportunities
held at the Linnean Society,

Piccadilly, London, 23rd March 2005
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at a short list of candidates to be considered in

more detail. It is very easy to be missed.

� CV registers are often managed by non-technical

administrators, who will search their database

using keywords and can easily miss good

candidates that are not adequately keyworded. 

� When completing a registration form, think of

what that consultancy company might consider

employing you for, not the technical expert you

think you are.

� Keep your registration up to date. Some years ago

we did a cotton study in Cote d’ Ivoire—we used our

top cotton expert even although he did not speak

French. Some months later, our database

administrator was looking for a cotton expert for

another project in Cote d’ Ivoire, failed to find

anyone keyworded under cotton and French and

had not remembered the earlier assignment which

had an almost identical TOR. 

� Technical managers who staff projects will often

select from memory and have an inner core of

frequently used consultants. They will tend to

depend less on the database. 

� Visit companies to make sure your face is known.

� CV presentation is critical—do not clutter the front

page with irrelevant information such as your

address, hobbies and interests.

� Focus your CV on transferable skills rather than

include lots of technical data, unless applying for a

very similar technical job.

Career Development Opportunities:

� The traditional pool of British expertise is retiring,

but this has not generated opportunities for our

young agricultural graduates, as many developing

countries prefer to see their own graduates trained

on donor-funded projects. 

� The selection criteria for donor-funded projects

often specify the minimum years of relevant

experience and this generally makes it difficult for

young people to get a foot on the consultancy

ladder. 

Field experience is essential but how to get this early

5-6 years experience?

� Consider VSO

� Consider working for a consultancy company as a

lowly paid research assistant (helping with

business development, i.e., preparing tenders), and

be in the right place to be given a break on one of

their projects, or be in the right place to get the best

advice on how to apply. 

� I was recently able to help my research assistant

identify which of the companies shortlisted for a

project she should submit her interest to, how to

focus her CV on the TOR and to negotiate a

reasonable package. She was on the winning bid

and now working in Bhutan.

� Consider working as a research assistant with

companies who have a private sector portfolio—

they are generally looking at deliverables and are

much more amenable to young people working

with senior colleagues to speed up delivery and

keep down costs.

� Finally, network—contact the TAA corporate

members and the BCCB agriculture and rural

development members. Do not wait to be invited

for interview. Phone to say you will be in the area

and would like to visit.

Career opportunities with NGOs
Jane Wilkinson

Introduction

The input given by DFID and Jim Turnbull of Belmont

Consulting today is a good backdrop to what I have to

say.  The employment climate is the same and since

most UK-based development NGOs receive sub-

stantial funding from DFID the same issues apply.

Unfortunately, in terms of opportunities for natural

resources graduates it is not a very rosy picture that I

will be painting.  I am going to talk about two separate

work opportunities.  Firstly the opportunity to

‘volunteer’ overseas and secondly the opportunity for

permanent paid jobs with UK-based NGOs.

‘Voluntary roles’ with NGOs

There is no doubt that gaining two years experience

overseas with VSO is an excellent way of progressing a

career in rural development overseas as demonstrated

by Jim Turnbull. The local salary and allowances paid

by VSO means that it is a paid job, albeit not sufficient

to maintain mortgage repayments.  That being said,

the opportunities for UK graduates to do the main-

stream two-year VSO programme are diminishing.  In

addition to volunteers from Europe and Canada, VSO

is also actively recruiting natural resources

professionals from Kenya, the Philippines and India.

VSO responds to requests from employers in
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developing countries and they specify the quali-

fications and experience necessary. Increasingly,

developing countries have sufficient graduates of their

own, therefore employers are looking for more

experienced professionals, normally with a minimum

of two years work experience post-qualification.

Apparently there are only about four VSO Natural

Resources posts vacant right now. Looking at the jobs

listed on the VSO website there are few for graduates

in agriculture/horticulture/forestry with slightly more

in fisheries. Those available require knowledge and

experience of training/extension/community-based

approaches. There are more openings for environ-

mentalists in eco-tourism; however, these require

experience in tourism, environmental education and

training.    

In addition to the standard two-year placement, VSO

now has a one-year youth scheme from those under 26

years of age, with many treating it as a sandwich year

as part of their degree (see www.vso.org.uk youth for

development scheme).  

There are many other organisations that offer unpaid

opportunities overseas and The World Service 

Enquiry is the best source of information about these

(226 organisations listed). They also have a list of 

paid roles. The link is on the TAA website to

www.wse.org.uk.

Paid jobs with NGOs

It is now a world marketplace. NGOs increasingly

appoint local staff to offices overseas, in comparison

with say 10 years ago when the balance was the other

way round. Jobs include managing programme areas

that broadly align with the DFID millennium goals.

The Sustainable Livelihoods area is the one most

relevant for NR professionals. These require a number

of years relevant experience overseas along with

project management, strategic planning and pro-

gramme funding skills.   

Opportunities for recent graduates at the moment

tend to be administrative, office-based roles. How-

ever, in my experience this is a good stepping-stone

into an NGO.  More interesting jobs, perhaps on a

fixed term contract, are only advertised internally. A

typical job advertised at the moment is Progamme

Administrator for FARM-Africa based in London. This

requires a master’s degree. It is the sort of role that is

an excellent route to more fulfilling posts in NGOs.  

Conclusion

It is a challenging environment for natural resources

graduates looking for careers in international NGOs.

The two main routes for TAAF awardees are either

gaining more overseas experience through voluntary

work or entering an NGO in an administrative role.

Making use of networks and connections is essential

and I would encourage you to be persistent and not

wait to spot advertised posts but to approach those

organisations you are interested in.

JANE WILKINSON, TRAINING AND CAREER CONSULTANT

Jane specialises in training, facilitating and coaching
individuals and organisations. This includes designing
training which links companies with development projects to
both enhance staff development and corporate responsibility.
Current and recent organisational clients include the
Environment Agency, Impact Training Development Group,
UK Grad and Sony. Until 2004 Jane managed training for
VSO. She has worked in Thailand, the Solomon Islands and
Bosnia and ran a programme of teamwork/management
development training for national staff in Africa, Asia and the
Pacific. Prior to VSO, she managed careers courses for
undergraduates for the Careers Research and Advisory Centre
after working in the oil industry and a degree in earth sciences.
She is a member of the TAAF committee, CIPD and on the
board of Bristol University Careers Service. 

janewilkinson@btinternet.com

Tel: 0777 3509852
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A helping hand from
the TAAF award scheme

Peter Stedman

Background

After completing a BSc in Geography from Royal

Holloway, University of London I undertook an MSc in

Natural Resource Management at Silsoe College,

Cranfield University. While there I volunteered for

SAFAD, Silsoe Aid For Appropriate Development,

acting as a point of contact for overseas volunteers.

After three months in Tanzania completing my thesis

on smallholder tea production for the Tea Research

Institute of Tanzania, I applied for and got a SAFAD

position setting up and helping to run a project to

support a smallholder macadamia association in

Neno District in Malawi.

The Award

The TAA was initially unwilling to provide me with an

award for the work I was to undertake in Malawi. InH
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fact I had been in country some time before the award

was made. The reason for their reluctance was a

justifiable scepticism in the ability of smallholders to

grow macadamias and also it echoed commercial

producer’s fears that this would lead to widespread

theft of estate nuts which would then be marketed as

smallholder nuts.

The award was given to me in two stages. The first

meant that I could spend money on a motorcycle

belonging to my counterpart enabling both of us to

have access to a motorcycle. Therefore we could

quickly cover much more ground and react much

quicker to the situation in the district because during

this first year there was a famine in Malawi. This

meant that much of the programme had to be shelved

and efforts put into producing basic foodstuffs.

Without this we may not have been able to react so

quickly, and money and farmers time would have been

wasted. The second part of the award allowed me to

return to Malawi from the UK after I had completed

my MSc thesis. Without this money I would not have

been in a position to apply for the job that I did for the

next three years (see below).

The Project

SUNESMA, Support to Neno Smallholder Macadamia

Association, was funded under the British High

Commission’s small grants scheme. It worked initial-

ly with 200 farm families spread over the ten groups

that made up the association. 

During the initial 13 months I was involved directly

with the project, we frequently reassessed the goals of

the project and how we were going to achieve them. It

quickly became clear that macadamias would not be

the panacea that it had been for the commercial

growers. It was however the perfect mechanism to

start to introduce ideas such as club nurseries, agro-

forestry, micro-credit, and seed and egg multiplica-

tion. Some time was spent networking with the

commercial growers. This helped allay the fears of

many of the estates concerning the theft of nuts. It

also allowed the smallholders access to quality

planting material and nursery training. During this

period two of the estates provided training and

expressed a keen interest to purchase nuts from

SUNESMA. The project is now in its second phase

with additional funding from the BHC. Six SAFAD

volunteers have worked on the project, two of which

are still on site with another ex-volunteer, Nick Evans,

working on marketing and the post-harvest side of the

project funded by the Neno Macadamia Trust and the

BHC.

The Job

Eastern Produce Malawi Ltd, part of the Linton Park

Group, employed me in December 2001 as Technical

Development Manager. The job description was

incredibly broad and gave a mandate to work on all 15

tea estates and 10 tea factories. Responsibilities

ranged between forestry auditing, biochemical

research in the factories, and replanting programmes

and fertiliser regimes. It was an exceptionally

challenging job especially the part relating to training

of junior and middle estate management staff, which

were spread over a wide geographical area and for

whom many of the ideas being introduced were very

new. After three years the department had a fulltime

biochemist and forester and had integrated itself fully

with the mainstream activities of the company. The

decision to leave the company and Malawi was

exceptionally difficult. However I believe that for

professional and personal development it was

important that I left.

I am currently adjusting to being back in the UK. I am

keeping busy with some voluntary work for the fair-

trade company TWIN and playing lots of rugby. I am

looking forward to the next challenge, whether it is in

the UK or overseas.
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AHAT BSAB
International
Conference in

Thailand
14-18 November

2005
Integrating Livestock-Crop Systems to

meet the Challenges of Globalisation

Full details can be found on the web at

www.bsasahat.kku.ac.th/index.htm

with a link to our web site.

Papers by three TAA members, Wyn Ellis,
Liz Alderson and Keith Virgo have been

submitted.
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Soils

The vast majority of soils covering the highveld and

middleveld regions are residual, having been derived

from the underlying bedrock. Though the upland

soils in wetland catchment areas accurately reflect the

nature of the underlying bedrock, considerable

modifications in texture can occur in the low lying

wetlands due to channel/gully erosion, surface and

groundwater movements and sediment deposits.   

Although the properties of the soil in any wetland

complex can vary markedly over short distances as a

result of these dynamic processes, some

generalisations are possible. In predominantly

granitic areas, the profile usually consists of a thin

layer of dark organic soil overlying a thicker band of

light-coloured sand. Deeper, within the zone of

permanent wetness, the bedrock is normally covered

by a band of heavy grey clay. By contrast, where basic

igneous rocks have weathered to form iron-rich clay

soils, the upper layers of the profile are made up of

black vertisolic soils extending down to weathering

bedrock.
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SWR—Wetlands

South-West Region Seminar on Wetlands: Hydrology, Restoration and Biodiversity held at
The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust, Slimbridge, Gloucestershire, 16th June 2005

Wetlands of Zimbabwe’s Basement Complex: geomorphology,
hydrology and management

Henry Elwell

OOCCURRENCECCURRENCE

Zimbabwe experiences a well-Zimbabwe experiences a well-
defined wet season with 98% ofdefined wet season with 98% of
the rain falling from Novemberthe rain falling from November
to April. The majority of theto April. The majority of the
wetlands occur in the basins ofwetlands occur in the basins of
catchments of the highveld andcatchments of the highveld and
middleveld regions inmiddleveld regions in
association with annualassociation with annual
rainfalls of above 650mm,rainfalls of above 650mm,
moderate to flat land slopes,moderate to flat land slopes,
with vertical seepage limited bywith vertical seepage limited by
underlying unfractured graniticunderlying unfractured granitic
rocks of the Basement Complex.rocks of the Basement Complex.
The total extent of Zimbabwe’The total extent of Zimbabwe’ss
wetlands was estimated by thewetlands was estimated by the
colonial administration duringcolonial administration during
the 1950s to be of the orthe 1950s to be of the order ofder of
7.5 million acres.7.5 million acres.
Limited areas of wetland areLimited areas of wetland are
also found in the semi-aridalso found in the semi-arid
regions of the country whereregions of the country where
basaltic sheets and windblownbasaltic sheets and windblown
sands of Kalahari origin havesands of Kalahari origin have
been deposited over poorlybeen deposited over poorly
jointed basement granites. Injointed basement granites. In
these regions the extensive flatthese regions the extensive flat
topography and soil conditionstopography and soil conditions
can favour the collection andcan favour the collection and
storage of higher than usualstorage of higher than usual
amounts of groundwateramounts of groundwater..

Unutilised wetland in pristine condition.
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Vegetation

The predominant vegetation of Zimbabwe’s wetlands

consists of open grassland, mainly sedge grasses and

reeds, interrupted occasionally by groves of

waterberry trees (Sizigium species) or islands of bushy

growth sprouting from low anthills. Large anthills

and groves of muhacha trees (Parinari curatellifolia)

often mark the boundary of permanent wetness.  

Hydrology

Up to the middle of the last century, wetlands were

considered to be mere ‘sponges’, soaking up the rain

falling directly upon them in the wet season and

releasing it during the dry winter months. However,

later investigations showed wetland areas to be func-

tions of the entire catchments in which they occur. It

is now known that the major supply of water to the

wetland comes from groundwater percolating down

the valley sides over the bedrock and accumulating in

low-lying areas. Thus high infiltration rates on the

uplands are a key factor in the formation and

preservation of wetland areas. 

In addition, the maintenance of a dense grass cover on

the wetland itself is essential for preventing a too-

rapid release of water downstream and thus early

drying of the resource. When allowed to form, gullies

act as open drains, pulling down the water table and

thus desiccating the wetlands.

Seepage of water from the wetlands has, in past times,

prolonged river flows in the dry season and thus

provided important continued water supplies for

downstream users. In recent times increased storm

flows arising from intensified land use and poor

management practices have led to flash-flow river

regimes with massive silt loads being deposited in

dams and weirs. 

History of utilisation

When the settlers arrived in Zimbabwe towards the

end of the 19th century, the wetlands were already of

considerable importance to the local rural popula-

tions. Under the patronage of the local tribal chief,

each family unit had the right to cultivate a very small

area of the wetland as a dry season garden. Family

gardens were roughly 400m2 in area, protected from

livestock by a hedge of thorn bushes and watered from

a shallow well set in the centre of the garden. The

largest part of the wet area was utilised for grazing

and watering livestock the numbers of which were

controlled by numerous debilitating diseases. The

relatively few trees found in the wet areas were valued

as sources of fruit, raw materials and medicines, and

for cultural/spiritual reasons.

Natural resources legislation

Overexploitation of the wetlands by early settlers for

commercial crops inspired the colonial administra-

tion to enact legislation preventing the utilisation of

wet areas for this purpose, with the unfortunate

consequence of also excluding the harmless vegetable

gardens of peasant farmers. Many observers believe

that this legislation, enacted during the second

quarter of the last century, contributed substantially to

extra production pressure being exerted on the land

outside the immediate eye of the wet area.   

During the final quarter of the last century,

agriculturists and government advises began to view

the ‘hands-off ’ approach of the past colonial govern-

ment as repressive and adopted the stand that safe

utilisation of wetlands should be promoted instead.

Legislation was modified, therefore, to allow wetlands

to be used under licenses issued by the local District

Administrators, officials of the ruling political party. 

On-farm trials

This more pragmatic view of what was called ‘vlei

utilisation’ had in fact been pre-empted by Norman

Hudson, who in the early 1950s had set up a series of

drainage and utilisation trials on commercial farms.

Unfortunately, changing political events did not allow

Hudson to evaluate the results and the responsibility

fell on the shoulders of the author of this report. By

the mid-1970s, when I visited the sites of Hudson’s

trials, some interesting changes were evident. It was

clear that action of lowering the groundwater by

drainage was having a marked detrimental effect on

soil organic matter content levels. Sandy soils associa-

ted with granite rocks were most affected, particularly

when cropped. As the organic levels plunged,

micronutrient deficiencies emerged and the crops

began to fail. The combination of lower groundwater

and deteriorating soil quality exposes the wetlands to

erosion and high runoff. The evidence showed that

granitic wetlands should not be drained nor should

they be utilised in ways that would lower the organic

matter content of the soil or lead to gully erosion.

At the same time that I was trekking around Hudson’s

old trials many commercial farmers were doing their

bit to pre-empt government. Under the spur of

recurrent droughts, many highveld and middleveld

commercial farmers were defying the hands-off
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government legislation by planting maize in the wet

areas and getting better returns than from crops

planted on the usual upland soils. It is easy to

appreciate how crops planted into moist soils would

benefit during the early stages of growth but it was

very surprising to see mature maize standing in ankle-

deep water without ill effect.  Nevertheless, there was

also clear evidence that commercial-scale exploitation

of these wet areas was leading to serious erosion, with

rills and gullies forming on access roads and within-

field tracks.

By this time, populations in the old tribal areas had

increased to such levels that overexploitation of the

wet areas was becoming widespread. An increase in

the hostilities in the bush war in the 1970s rendered

any natural resources legislation obsolete. 

Management of wetlands

By the 1980s some criteria for the sustainable use of

wetlands had been formulated:

� The catchment should be treated as a whole in

recognition of the fact that practices on the upper

slopes affect the supply of subsurface water to the

wetland.

� The proportion of a wetland that it is under crops

at any one time should be restricted to prevent

loss of soil organic content and rills and gullies

forming on footpaths.

� The number of stock and grazing times should be

controlled to prevent over-utilisation of wetland

grasses, puddling around water points and the

formation of rills and gullies in stock tracks.

� Particularly in the case of sandy soils, the ground-

water table should not be significantly lowered

through overuse of water for domestic and stock

watering purposes or through the installation of

drainage systems.  

� Every means should be adopted to reduce runoff

from cropland and pastures on the upper slopes

to ensure a continuous supply of water to the

wetlands below. 

Conclusions

Though in the recent years the attitude of the

authorities to utilisation has become more pragmatic

in focusing on safe use as opposed to exclusion, many

other factors have militated against the sustainable

use of wetlands. These include collapse of law and

order, political anarchy, droughts, low morale among

technical staff and massive loss of expertise in this

field. 

Today, Zimbabwe’s wetlands are being destroyed at an

ever-increasing rate as mismanagement of the land

becomes the norm and as the country plunges deeper

and deeper into political, economic and social chaos.
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Sustainable management of

tropical wetland systems:

linking biodiversity,

environment and people

(based on the presentation by
Matthew Simpson, Wildfowl &

Wetlands Trust)

Achieving poverty alleviation and food security

through natural resource management in the

developing world has been focussed, throughout the

period of the Green Revolution, on increased

production. The need to recognise negative effects

which the methods of generating such increases may

have had in the past - and may continue to have in 

the future - on the environment, health and socio-

economic structure of communities has given urgency

to the need for strategies for ensuing sustainable uses

of land, both agricultural and non-agricultural. At the

same time it is increasingly recognised that achieving

the goals of increased agricultural production and

sustaining natural resource uses have not necessarily

benefited all social groups equally. Some sections of

society, such as landless labourers, new migrants or

marginalized social groups, often do not have access

to the benefits of increased agricultural production

due to institutional, economic and ownership restric-

tions. Natural resource management to promote

sustainable development needs well-planned infra-

structure for access and distribution if a contribution

is to be made to the goals of poverty alleviation and

food security.

As well as making development sustainable so as to

enable ongoing alleviation of poverty, natural resource

managers also face the challenge of conservation of

rare and threatened species and habitats, because of

the goods and services they provide for users. Pressure

from population increases and the movement of

people into fragile ecosystems has often led to conflict

between development and conservation. Traditional

approaches to conservation have focused on the pro-

tection of areas with distinctive or diverse ecosystems.

All too often, people within these protected areas have

been excluded, separating local communities from

essential resource bases. It is now widely accepted

that as a result of increasing human need and

pressures such as climate change, the approach of

protected areas is insufficient. How can the triple

goals of sustainable production, biodiversity con-

servation, and ongoing development be achieved

simultaneously?

Contrasting case studies of particular tropical

wetlands in Vietnam and Guyana illustrated how due

understanding of different ecosystems within a

landscape, coupled with appropriate management of

rainwater in upland areas of catchments, benefit both

the productive capacities of their soils and the

regularity of streamflows into downstream wetland

areas. These interlinked outcomes improve the

sustainability of the ‘goods and services’ that these

diverse areas provide to the populations of both

wildlife and people that depend on them. Such

principles apply as much in areas of temperate climate

as they do in tropical regions

Wetland hydrology for
resource planning 

Henry Gunston 

Some questions for
discussion on aspects of

wetland water management

Agriculture (especially irrigation)

Surface water (channel flow) irrigation, especially for

growing rice padi, tends not to use water “efficiently”.

Question themes: Matching water supplies to crop

needs; fair distribution of water to farmers at top and

bottom ends of irrigation channels; effective use of

the water which drains from upstream irrigated areas.

Dams and upstream river flow control

Dams upstream can affect wetland areas in two

significant ways:

� Dams built as part of hydroelectric schemes and

those built to assist the abstraction of water affect

the quantities of water flowing downstream. 

� Hydroelectric dams also alter the natural timing

of the variation in water flows. 

Question themes: Management of water releases from

dams (both in quantity and timing) to the benefit of

downstream wetlands; the hydrology and “operating

rules” of dams.

Matthew Simpson is Senior Wetland Eco-Hydrologist,
Wetlands Advisory Service, The Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust,
Slimbridge, Glos. GL2 7BT
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Environment and biodiversity

Not enough care is being taken over the retention of

natural wetlands and their associated biodiversity.

Question themes: Water management to assist the

retention (or re-establishment) of “natural” wetland

ecosystems; effects of the development of agriculture

and fisheries on adjacent undisturbed wetlands;

impacts of drainage water from upstream irrigated

areas on downstream wetlands. 

Fish farming

Inland fish farming has been expanding rapidly

across wetland areas, especially in parts of South East

Asia. Question theme: Effects of extensive fish farming

on the hydrology and ecology of wetland areas.

Flood routing and management

Wetlands, as parts of natural flood plains of river

systems, play an important role in reducing both the

erosive energy of river flood flows and the levels to

which flood waters rise. Question theme: Roles of

wetland areas (including natural flood plains) in

reducing the damaging effects of floods.

Land reclamation

Urban developers and planners often regard peri-

urban wetland areas simply as “underused” land that

is suitable for reclamation. Question themes: Proper

conservation of natural flood plains; the effects of

building on reclaimed land on flood management and

wetland ecology.

Catchments and watersheds

In British terminology, a catchment is the area of land

upstream of a given point on a stream or river from

which water drains into that stream or river. A

watershed is a line (running along the highest points

of a catchment boundary) that separates land from

which water drains into one catchment from land

draining into adjacent catchments. However, hydro-

logists from the USA often use the word “watershed”

to describe what we would call a catchment, and

“divide” for what we would call a watershed.

Hydrological measurements1

Three types of measurement help to quantify the

movement of water in and around wetland areas;

precipitation (usually rainfall), stream flow and

evaporation (including transpiration from vegeta-

tion). Other areas of measurement not considered

here include soil moisture and water quality.

Precipitation (usually rainfall in the tropics)

The basic rain gauge, read (hopefully) at a fixed hour

each morning, is well known. The measuring glass is

calibrated to convert the volume of water caught in the

rain gauge bottle into the equivalent depth of rainfall

(in millimetres). Where gauges are needed at remote

sites, or where there is a need to know the pattern of

rainfall within the day (as with flood studies),

recording rain gauges are used to record rainfall

continuously in relation to time. Older recording

gauges used pens operated by floats (raised by

accumulating rainfall) writing on paper charts on

drums driven by clockwork. Electrically recording

gauges are now most popular, many using a “tipping

bucket” mechanism. Two small “buckets” of exactly

the same volume (e.g. equivalent to 0.5 mm depth of

rainfall) are mounted either side of a “see-saw” pivot.

As each bucket fills, the see-saw tips. The water then

drains away, and the other bucket moves to receive

rainfall. The tipping action operates a magnetic

switch; tips are counted (and thus the rainfall

measured) against time.

Stream flow

In hydrology the rate of water flow in a channel at a

given point is known as the discharge, typically

measured in cubic metres per second (or “cumecs”).

The distance of the water surface level above a fixed

datum level point is known as the stage, and is

measured in metres. Stage is more easily measured

than discharge, so the aim at each permanent flow-

gauging site is to build up a stage/discharge relationship,

using a procedure described below. The simplest way

of measuring stage is to install a staff gauge, which

comprises large, upright calibrated “ruler” (or a

sequence of “rulers” up the river bank), so that a stage

reading of the water level at any time can be made. The

bottom of the staff gauge is precisely related to the

distance above sea level that has been chosen as the

datum level for the gauging station. The structure is

firmly installed to resist damage. Staff gauges are

typically read daily, at a fixed time.

As with rain gauges, continuously recording

equipment can be used where the gauging site is

remote, and especially where a continuous record of

the variation in stage is required (flood studies again
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being important). A water level recorder, suitably

protected by a housing, is mounted on top of a vertical

well linked to the river so that the water level in the

well is identical to that in the main channel. Within

the well is a float, the rise and fall of which operates

the recorder. As with recording rain gauges, older

equipment using pens, paper charts and drums

turned by clockwork has largely been replaced by

electronic recording. An electronic water level sensor

can be connected by land line or satellite link to a

water resources centre to assist in the monitoring and

management of flooding.

To establish a stage/discharge relationship for a gaug-

ing site, a current meter is used to measure the velocity

of water flow. The rate of rotation of a small propeller

indicates the velocity at the point where the meter

(pointing directly upstream) is positioned within the

channel. Electronic signals from the meter are sent via

a cable to a counting box that indicates the flow

velocity. To set the meter at the correct depth before a

velocity measurement, it is slid along a calibrated

depth rod, and then locked into position. Paired

channel depth and flow velocity readings are repeated

at regular distances across the channel, and from

these readings the overall discharge can be related to

the stage of the water surface. The whole exercise is

repeated on days when the stage and discharge are

different, and a numerical stage/discharge relation-

ship is steadily built up. This allows discharge to be

estimated by simply measuring stage, as described

above. It is important to select a gauging site where

the channel cross-section is stable, and does not vary

with time.

Evaporation

Whereas reasonable attempts can be made to measure

rainfall and stream flow, evaporation presents a more

difficult proposition. Evaporation can take place from

a wide variety of surfaces: open-water, leaf surfaces,

bare soil, “hard surfaces” (buildings, roads, etc.) and

by transpiration through plant stomata. The blanket

term “evapotranspiration” is sometimes used. The

aim is to produce overall estimates of the loss of water

into the atmosphere from this variety of surfaces

across an area represented by the “measurement”

station. Two main approaches are used, but both

produce estimates rather than direct measurements of

evaporation. Evaporation pans are shallow open tanks

of standard dimensions, part filled with water, each

fitted with a water level measuring device. The water

level is read each morning. They are useful (if crude)

“indicators” of local evaporation rates from open

water, and numerical factors can be applied to

estimate evapotranspiration.

More elaborate (and accurate) estimates of evapora-

tion are derived from meteorological measurements.

During the 1940s, H.L. Penman at Rothamsted

derived equations by which evaporation from open

water, and from short grass surfaces, could be

estimated from measurements then commonly taken

at meteorological stations. Daily mean estimates were

calculated, using the measurements taken each

morning of hours of sunshine over the past 24 hours,

dry- and wet-bulb temperatures (giving relative

humidity), and run-of-wind. The method has since

been refined by J.L. Monteith and others. Automatic

weather stations now use electronic sensors that
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make direct measurements of incoming solar energy,

and all readings can be taken at frequent intervals.

Analysis of these data, summarised over hourly

periods, produces much more accurate estimates of

evaporation.

Conclusions

Working in tropical wetlands presents many

challenges for hydrologists. Wetland boundaries tend

not to coincide with the watershed of the catchment.

Thus there will be significant (and often unmeasured)

inflows to the wetland area. By definition, wetlands

store large quantities of water, so estimating changes

in storage can be difficult. In coastal areas, the

boundaries between “freshwater” and “tidal”

wetlands may not be clearly defined. In very flat

wetland areas, stream flow velocities can be very low,

and current meters may become difficult to operate.

Also, channels may become clogged with weeds and

debris. (However, newly developed portable

ultrasonic flow meters may overcome those velocity

measurement problems.)

Finally, there can be difficulties in operating regular,

reliable hydrological field measurement programmes.

All too often hydrology is the “poor relation” within

national water resource bodies - the importance of

supporting regular long-term field measurement

programmes is frequently not understood by senior

management.

[My book “Field Hydrology in Tropical Countries” based on
over thirty years of involvement with field hydrology projects,
both overseas and in the UK, working with the Institute of
Hydrology, now known as the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology, at Wallingford.]
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The wetness of wetlands

An appropriate entry-point into the hydrologic cycle is

rain falling on to the land. Most of the world’s

landscapes have been, and continue to be, sculpted by

water moving under gravity, which results in

interlinked mosaics of catchments (valleys) and

watersheds (hillsides). Wetlands indicate the appear-

ance of the water-table at the surface. Wetlands/

dambos/vleis are not ‘sponges’, as is commonly

supposed; their sources of water are from seeps and

springs along valley-sides, and/or from the streams

and rivers that flow along the valley-bottoms of

catchments.

Watersheds and Wetlands – Where Does the Water Go?

T.F.Shaxson
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AGM AND ANNUAL MEMORIAL LECTURE
THE FARMERS CLUB, 3 WHITEHALL COURT, LONDON SW1A 2EL

(see map on page ii for directions)

WEDNESDAY, 14TH DECEMBER 2005, 5.00 P.M.

AGENDA

1. Apologies

2. Minutes of AGM of 15 December 2004 vide March 2005 Newsletter

3. Matters Arising

4. Reports from Officers

5. Adoption of Audited Accounts

6. Approval of Auditors

7. Approval of the revised Constitution

8. ExCo Elections

9. AOB

THE 23rd ANNUAL RALPH MELVILLE MEMORIAL LECTURE

At 6.00 p.m.

PROFESSOR SIR GORDON CONWAY
Chief Scientific Adviser

Department for International Development

‘MAKING SCIENCE WORK’

THE ANNUAL REUNION

This will be held from 7.00 p.m.

The buffet meal will cost approximately £20.00 single and £40.00 double,

including wine, soft drinks and coffee.

To: Elizabeth Warham, General Secretary TAA, PO Box 3, Penicuik, Midlothian EH26 0RX

I/We*..................................................................... will/will not attend the 2005 AGM, Memorial

Lecture and Reunion. A cheque to the value of £..............................., made payable to the Tropical

Agriculture Association is enclosed.

*  Please print clearly!
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London and South-East Region
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 25th January 2006 at the Linnean Society,

Piccadilly at 2.00pm. Details will appear in the December Newsletter.

How to get to THE FARMERS CLUB,
3 WHITEHALL COURT, LONDON SW1A 2EL



South-West Region
Friday 14th October 2005: 

Seminar on  “Recovery from the Indian Ocean Tsunami” to be held at the Eden Project, Bodelva, St. Austell,

Cornwall. Chairman: Andew Bennett.

10.00 am for 10.30 am. Further details, hopefully with a St Austell area map including Eden Project,

Charleston, etc. and possible events for the Thursday afternoon and Saturday morning will be posted on the

web mid-September. 

Overview of primary production and tourism in the affected area, pre-tsunami.

Devastation caused by the tsunami.

Situation now with fishing and prawn industries.

Effects on coastal soils, tree and annual crops, and their recovery.

How much has aid helped recovery - or has it distorted it? How does tourism fit in?

The ‘Farming Tsunami’ worldwide: Is world farming facing its own crisis?

Registration: £15 members and wives (others £20) includes entry to Eden Project, but not lunch. Cheques

payable to ‘TAA SW Region’. Bookings as soon as possible, please, to lead organiser,

Ian Martin (Plant Curator, Eden Project)  01726 811900 (or 222903), or email ianineden@aol.com

or to George Taylor-Hunt, 01626 362782 (g.l.taylor_hunt@btopenworld.com)

or to Bill Reed, 01258 820245 (mabreed@lowerhains.freeserve.co.uk) 

There will be dinner with speakers including Eden Project staff at the Pier House Hotel on Thursday 13th

October, 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm. Space for about 45. Book direct with Hotel, saying TAA, and pay (approx £17). 

Highly recommended accommodation is available in or near Charleston at Pier House Hotel (Fiona or Elaine,

Tel: 01726 67955, pierhouse@cornwall.county.com

The Gallant’s Guest House, Charleston. (Pam or Malcolm, 01726 70203)

Rashleigh Arms Hotel, Charleston. (01726 73635)

Kesgartha, 11a Sea Road, Carlyon Bay, St.Austell. (Mr & Mrs Ellis, 01726 814410) 

Polgreen Farm, London Apprentice, St. Austell, PL26 7AP (01726 75151)

Thursday 5th January 2006.

SW Branch AGM and luncheon at Exeter Golf and Country Club at 10.00 am for coffee to start at 10.30 am.

Business followed by short presentations on work done in the past year. Convenor: H.G. Evans 01392 841485 or

contact SW Branch Organisers: George Taylor-Hunt (01626 362782 or email: g.l.taylor_hunt@btopenworld.com)

and J.W. “Bill” Reed (01258 820245 or email: mabreed@lowerhains.freeserve.co.uk).

March 2006 (Probably 8th or 15th): 

Seminar on International Fisheries at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, with Richard Baines.

Thursday June 29th, 2006

Agricultural Developments in an African Democracy: Ghana

Rookery Manor, near Weston super Mare.  Organiser: John Russell

East Anglia Region
See www.taa.org.uk/diary for up-to-date information

Saturday 1st October 2005:

British Antarctic Survey. Visit and tour at 2.00 pm. Details to be arranged. Meet at BAS office, High Cross,

Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0ET. Tel: 01223 221400.
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DONATE TO TAA FUNDS
WITHOUT IT COSTING YOU A PENNY!

GIFT AID
Once again we appeal to members to complete a Gift Aid Declaration covering a donation based on their

subscription to the Association. It can be sent by post, by email, over the telephone or face to face. The only

proviso is that members must have paid sufficient income tax to cover the donation. For subscriptions of £20

the Association can reclaim from Inland Revenue £5.64 and those of £30 a sum of £8.46. In the last tax year,

ending 5th April, we made a claim for only 167 indicated donations out of a total membership of over 900.

If you have already signed a Gift Aid Declaration for application to Inland Revenue it continues until rescinded

by the member or on resignation from the TAA. We enclose a DECLARATION FORM and request that those who

are able complete, sign and forward it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

GIFT AID DECLARATION

Name of the Charity: The Tropical Agriculture Association UK
Charity No: 800663

Details of Donor

Title_______Forename(s)____________________________________________________

Surname__________________________________________________________________

Address___________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________Post Code_______________________________

I request the Charity to treat all donations I have made since 6th April 2002 and all
donations I make from the date of this declaration until I notify you otherwise, as Gift Aid
Donations.

Signature  ____________________________________________________________________

Date _________________________________________________________________________
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Aspects of the hydrologic cycle

There is a sequence of destinations for rainwater:

evaporation directly back to the atmosphere from

plant leaves and the soil surface; runoff over the soil

surface directly to streams and rivers; movement into

the rooting zone whence varying proportions may

pass back to the atmosphere via evapotranspiration,

may be retained in soil pores of varying sizes, or may

pass on downwards below the reach of roots into the

zone of groundwater.   

Catchment conditions and
effects on streamflow

Land management materially affects the partitioning

of rainwater between these several routes. Forest

management affects the adequacy of litter at ground

level to dissipate the compact forces of high-energy

water-drops. From even the most porous soil runoff

may occur if the rate of rainfall income exceeds the

rates of infiltration. The porosity of the soil at the

surface determines the partition between runoff,

infiltration and percolation. The biological dynamics

and the physical texture of the soil affect the crumb-

structure in the soil profile, and hence both the rates

of percolation and the proportions of inflow held at

different soil-moisture tensions. The nature and

management of the vegetation in an area affects the

depth and spread of rooting, and hence the volume of

soil from which water is transpired.   Rates of

evaporative demand vary between seasons of a year,

and between years, thus affecting plant growth and

withdrawal of water. These inter-relating factors all

affect the quantity of water moving within the soil at

any time, and thus also have great influence on both

how much, where and when the water-table appears

at the surface each year, and on the appearance and

persistence of wet areas of whatever size.   

The significance of soil architecture

The size-distribution of pores/voids in the soil are of

critical importance because this determines not only

the resistance to free movement of water down the

profile but also the tension with which it is held

against gravity and against the ‘suction’ exerted by

roots during transpiration. An optimal condition can

readily be diminished by loss of this mix of different-

sized pores – more so than by loss of physical soil

particles – due to pulverisation, loss of organic and/or

inorganic ligands between physical particles, and

compaction. This may result from oxidation of

organic matter, diminution of organic activity and

from compaction by feet and machinery. Loss of this

architecture in the soil is similar to loss of voids when

buildings are demolished – the physical materials

remain in situ, but the useful spaces have been lost.

The velocity of runoff across a sloping surface

between hilltop and streamline is considerably greater

than that of downward and sideways movement of

water through the soil body. Streamflow from

damaged catchments is always more ‘peaky’ than

from stable non-degraded slopes. In the first situation

the volume of water flows out more rapidly, over a

more limited time, than in the latter case, where, in

the same storm-conditions, flood peaks are lower and

low flow continues for longer into dry weather.

Desertification

Loss of vegetational cover and associated organic

materials, and of eroded soil materials and runoff, can

result in an area which formerly was ‘well-watered’

and productive of plants changing to desert-like

conditions – even if the annual rainfall from the

atmosphere has not altered. While erosion has always

been a feature of the wearing-down of mountains over

geological time, accelerated erosion caused by

inappropriate land husbandry is a consequence and a

symptom of loss of soil stability and porosity.

Detrimental changes in catchment hydrology result in

partial or total loss of wetlands.

Land management and wetland
restoration

Conversely, experiences over the last 30 years with

residue-based zero-tillage systems in Brazil, for

instance, have shown clearly that degraded land can be

restored to an absorptive condition which favours

both the growth of vegetation, better regularity of

streamflow, and the restoration of wetlands. The key

to achieving this lies in clear understanding of the

physical, hydrologic and biologic dynamics of land in

catchments and how management affects these. Good

land husbandry emphasises the role of biological

activity in the soil as the key to both achieving and

then sustaining the optimum condition. Soil

organisms, including plants, can make their own

habitats, and can sustain them in concert with the

recurring seasons, if provided with enough water and

food materials on a regularly recurring basis.   And

they do it for free.
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Opportunities for wetland restoration and creation to
deliver biodiversity targets in the United Kingdom

Rob McInnes 
Head of Habitats and Ecosystems, Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust.

(Précis by TF Shaxson)

Wetlands across the UK have been progressively drained, ploughed and damaged as agriculture has intensified.

However, over recent years a range of regulations and encouragements relating to environmental management,

biodiversity, water quality, flood defences and related matters have been promulgated by the EU and by the UK

Government. These initiatives have created new opportunities for wetland habitat creation, restoration and

arable reversion through creation of areas specifically as buffers for storage of storm waters and attenuation of

flood-flows, for managed retreat of flood defences, as well as for improvements of water quality in streams and

rivers.

As illustrated by three case studies undertaken by the consultancy arm of the Wildlife and Wetlands Trust,

several problems have been identified – both practical and political – which limit the rate of progress in

achieving these aims. On the basis of WWT’s consultancies, a number of recommendations are made to

alleviate these problems, including: statutory facilitation of better-informed discussions rather than reliance on

regulation to move the work forward; more systematic data collection plus improved synthesis of, and access

to, available information; improvements in inter-agency cooperation; clarification of the legislative context of

the plans and the work; and greater attention to more realistic budgets and timetables.
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B e i j i n g ,  P R  C h i n a ,  A p r i l  1 6 – 2 2 ,  2 0 0 6

Organized by the Chinese Academy of Engineering, the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture and the
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science, with support and participation from the Canadian
International Development Agency, the International Livestock Research Institute, FAO and
the World Bank.

The objectives of this conference are to: 
� share the lessons learnt from the research and development programs conducted on livestock service

delivery over the past decade,
� discuss new ideas and innovative approaches relevant to the delivery of livestock services to

smallholders under different environments, and 
� discuss livestock service delivery research and development strategies that meet the changing needs

of smallholder/poor livestock farmers under a range of livestock sector development scenarios.

For more information, please contact:

Dr. Gong Xifeng or Dr. Liu Yukun, Department of International Cooperation,

Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS).

Tel: 86+10+62185242, Fax: 86+10+62174060

Email:    gongxifeng@mail.caas.net.cn •    gongxifeng@yahoo.com.cn •    liuyk@caas.net.cn
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Despite all the recent rhetoric
and grand words about the
need to alleviate poverty in
Africa, there is not much
evidence on the ground of how
this might effectively be
approached, nor of realistic
field-tested schemes which have
the goal of achieving this, even
as ‘role-model’ projects.

In Kenya, in-field experiences gained during the life of

the Association for Better Land Husbandry (1994-

2004)1 showed that, by applying principles of better

management of soil and water, it was possible for

small farmers to make their soils richer in organic

matter and to raise and stabilise

production of not only their

‘conventional’ crops but also a range of

other crops with greater value in local

and more distant markets2.   

From 1997, ABLH in Kenya began to

investigate strategies for marketing

produce, which the farmers offered for

sale, with a view to getting more money

into farm-families’ pockets. For this

purpose, as a separate pilot prog-

ramme, the ABLH management set up

the Farmers Own Ltd., a charitable

not-for-profit company. The informa-

tive Farmers Own website is:

http://www.farmersown.com. The aim

was to begin development of market-

ing services in support of, and guided

by, the Farmers Action Associations

which had earlier been encouraged to develop by

ABLH, so as to rationalise the production, collection

and grading of a number of selected crops each in

sufficient bulk to attract market interest and to

generate worthwhile returns to the producers.

Between 2002 and 2004 a pilot trial of the combined

production and marketing efforts was conducted in

which over 5000 farmers participated. The results

were excellent and yields increased by up to 100% in

some cases and incomes rose on average by 30-35%.

Building on these accumulated experiences, and in

response to strong demand from farm families,

Farmers Own decided to offer a new programme in

the salient field of development for poverty eradi-

cation: fair-trade marketing of crops and crop pro-

ducts which have been produced using conservation-

farming techniques. The programme is called:

‘Farmers Own–Market Services to Alleviate Poverty in

Kenya: enabling Kenya’s rural poor to escape poverty

and create prosperity’ www.farmersown.com
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Funding a programme to alleviate poverty in rural Kenya

Francis Shaxson

1 Up till December 2004, ABLH was a single UK charity (regd. no.1025653), in two parts: the Trustees/Committee  in UK provided guidelines and support

to the Kenya/executive office in Nairobi.   ABLH-Kenya was subsequently also registered by the Kenya Government as a local NGO in its own right.  Having

achieved its original objectives, ABLH-UK was formally wound-up on 6.12.04, and its remaining members became the Better Land Husbandry Group

within TAA-UK. Its remaining assets were formally gifted, in accordance with UK law governing charities, to a follow-on company set up by ABLH in

Kenya, known as ‘Farmers Own Trading Ltd.’.  ABLH-Kenya itself was formally ended in January 2005.  

2 For results of two surveys, one showing the multiple parameters of deep poverty across a number of rural families, and the other of the effects of the

improved agricultural systems on crop yields, food security, child health etc, among rural poor families see the TAA website

www.taa.org.uk/pubd.papers/January 2003/ ENABLE: Newsletter of the Association for Better Land Husbandry, containing ‘Struggling to Survive Poverty in Rural

Kenya’ plus a summary of ‘Goodbye to Hunger!’, both by Dr. Patrick Hamilton, consultant to ABLH in Kenya.
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Its aim is to work with 40,000 farmers within 5 years.

The proposals for achieving this were enthusiastically

endorsed by farmers and Kenya Government officials

at a conference in Kakamega in early December 2004.

With this encouragement, an entirely new

Consortium has been set up, comprising Farmers

Own Trading Ltd (a not-for-profit company in

Kenya); the Kenya Government Ministry of Planning

and National Development and its Poverty Eradication

Commission; Government officials and other leaders

from Western Province; and Farmers Own Ltd, a

completely different new but linked charity in UK

(registered No. 1107702) which is further described

below. In March 2005 this Farmers Own Consortium

presented its programme at the invitation of DfID-

Kenya (which had provided significant funding to the

former ABLH programme) and were informed at the

end of the presentation that it was excellent and that it

should be funded. (The strong support by the Govern-

ment of Kenya, including that of the Provincial

Commissioner (Western Province), District staff,

community leaders, and farmers themselves has

recently been reiterated during a short field tour to

meet more of the interested parties in the Western

Province).

The comprehensive details of the proposal are

contained in a 56-page, 2-volume, Business Plan.

Volume 1 covers the operational aspects of the first 5-

year plan, taking the initiative into Western Province

and implementing it, building on the experience

gained from the pilot and earlier business initiatives

in Kenya. It also includes an outline of the proposed

second ‘bolt-on’ initiative in Nyanza Province (2006

onwards). Volume 2 covers the organization and

management aspects, the market-research position,

the target markets and the important issue of

sustainable conservation-based farming. This volume

also includes the Appendices, expanding where

necessary on the Volume 1 content.   

The Business Plan is accompanied by a Memorandum

of Understanding between Farmers Own Trading Ltd.

(in Kenya) and Farmers Own Ltd. in UK, and a

summarising Programme Overview. A descriptive

DVD is also available. The UK company roles include

representation in UK markets, the development of the

market intelligence function, making the market,

fund-raising and providing appropriate technical

support and supervision to Farmers Own Trading in

Kenya. The UK company has a strong Board of five

directors, and a company secretary who also makes

technical inputs. All directors have held director or

senior level positions in major businesses. In

addition, the financial consultant to the Board has

held senior financial and managerial posts in the

foreign subsidiaries of a major oil company including

the Kenya operation. All directors have overseas

experience and all have significant management

skills.

In a very recent e-mail, Jim Cheatle wrote to me:

“Everyone we present [our programme] to seems ‘wowed’,
for example, as at the recent meeting with representatives of
JICA [Japan]”. But he also articulates two difficult

hindrances to progress in finding funds: 

“1. Availability of money: G8 talked of more aid and seemed
to mean education and health. As I have stated, it is
smallholder business development that will eradicate poverty
and no one seems to have pots of money for that. In fact donors
seem most unprepared and often do not know what to do.  In
our case those few with agricultural programmes pigeon-hole
us in that category.  Note that in the public sector the Ministry
of Agriculture stops at harvest.  Clearly we have to reach out to
a number of forces but not just agriculture. The poor need pots
of money for investment in them as grants for business start-
ups and then low-interest loans for business establishment.

“2. Fair Trade business: John Lynam made a point the other
day. He distinguished between ‘NGOs’ as okay for grant-
funded operations, [but] pulled out ‘companies’ as entities
that took loans from banks and competed. Well, okay,
Farmers Own UK, a registered charity, can be considered an
NGO with a company structure. That situation is not
uncommon.  Farmers Own [Trading Ltd]-Kenya, in spite of
the lack of charity law in Kenya, is structured as a not-for-
profit company with charitable articles. Somehow we have to
make it clear that we need this kind of vehicle to lead on start-
ups with the rural poor, not least because development now has
a strong commercial orientation. So, in our plan it is two
years of grant for start-up and then a withdrawal of that over
five [years].  At five, the large group (Farmers Action Associa-
tion) must be a conventional private company in most
respects. Farmers Own remains as a fair-trade charity, pro-
cessing and marketing in volume for large groups.   It really is
the only way, and we have to do as much processing here as
possible.   People need the jobs and the added value.  So FO-K
will operate on a contractual basis, taking out its 15% to cover
cost overheads and create surplus for reinvestment in new
groups of poor. It is pretty obvious to me that FO is
passionately charitable on the one hand and can have a grant-
using division. Equally, when product leaves the factory FO
becomes a fair-trade competitor. In this competition process we
have to remember that, most of the time, free competition is a
vision not a reality…”

It is particularly disappointing that, despite encourag-

ing words by DFID in Nairobi (above), due apparently

to changes in UK aid policy it is now unwilling to

provide any funds for this initiative.  This problem
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Introduction

Cutting poverty in half by 2015 is a major challenge

facing the international community. A focus on

science-based agricultural development offers huge

benefits. First, more than 75 percent of the world’s

poor people depend on agriculture for a living.

Second, agriculture is the predominant sector in the

economies of most developing countries, and a

principal source of employment. Third, agriculture is

integrally linked to the environment through the use

of aquaculture, biodiversity, forests, land, livestock

and water resources. Science-based agricultural

development has a track record of delivering real

benefits to poor farmers through new crop and

farming technologies that improve productivity,

increase farmer incomes, and help protect the

environment by using natural resources more

prudently. Science-based sustainable agriculture

offers the best hope for millions of farmers to escape

poverty, essential for achieving the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGS). 

Japan-CGIAR Partnership

Japan joined the CGIAR in 1972, soon after the

alliance was created. The Japan-CGIAR partnership

spans over three decades, is strong and fruitful, and

rests on a solid platform of mutual cooperation and

commitment to mobilizing science for development.

Japan is one of the major supporters of the CGIAR.

The Japan-CGIAR partnership embraces research and

knowledge exchanges, strong research-for-develop-

ment partnerships with a range of Japanese advanced

research institutions, universities, and specialized

agencies such as Japan International Research Center

for Agricultural Sciences (JIRCAS), Japan Inter-

national Cooperation Agency (JICA), Japan Overseas

Cooperation Volunteers (JOCY), Nippon Foundation,

among others. A distinguished group known as

“Friends of the CGIAR in Japan” functions as an

informal sounding board, providing valuable advice

on ways to strengthen our partnership.

Japanese scientists have played key roles in CGIAR,

providing scientific, technical, and managerial

leadership. A recent snapshot of the partnership

shows a Japanese scientist leading the International

Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), 17

Japanese experts currently serving on the Boards of

Trustees of CGIAR Centers and the Science Council,

and dozens of scientists and researchers working at

the CGIAR Centers. At the system level, Japan has

exerted a strong leadership role in the CGIAR

Executive Council, and most recently represented the

Asia-Pacific group of countries including Australia

and New Zealand.
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now exerts severe pressure to raise funds from other

sources if the programme is to be started by

September 2005 [this month] before the very meagre

residual financial resources remaining to Farmers

Own Trading Ltd. are exhausted. Should this happen,

the entire framework and programme would collapse.

Both the finances already applied earlier and the

valuable in-field experiences gained since 1994 would

be wasted for lack of follow-on.   

As the first Chairman of ABLH and a member of TAA,

I have undertaken to bring this matter urgently to the

attention of other TAA members. I have the hope that

one or more within TAA could be persuaded formally

to review the documentation, and suggest to our

Council whether this initiative for alleviating rural

poverty should be formally endorsed by TAA, and

thence recommended to potential funding bodies.

There may be some who can also suggest, for

example, a well-known Patron who would be prepared

to support this initiative thus providing encourage-

ment to others; and/or to suggest sources of funding

which are geared, and genuinely willing, to lead the

fight to alleviate rural poverty.

To provide such suggestions, and to receive further
details, copies of the documents, etc., please make
contact directly and urgently with
farmersownsec@wananchi.com

This e-mail address provides linkage with both Kenya

and UK entities.

The following article appeared in the JIRCAS Newsletter No. 42, March 2005

Science in the service of poor farmers:
the CGIAR-JIRCAS partnership

Ian Johnson
Chairman, CGIAR and Vice-President for Sustainable Development,The World Bank
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In 2004, thanks to the generous support of its 63

members including Japan, CGIAR will have invested

over $400 million, the single-largest public goods

investment in mobilizing science for the benefit of

poor farming communities worldwide. 

Examples of CGIAR Impacts

Some of the remarkable achievements of the Japan-

CGIAR partnership include:

� New Rices for Africa (NERICAs) developed by The

Africa Rice Center. NERICAs combine the

ruggedness of local African rice species (Oryza
glaberrima) with the high productivity traits of Asian

rice (Oryza sativa). Across Africa, NERICAs are

planted on 100,000 hectares, including 60,000

hectares in Guinea and about 10,000 hectares in

Uganda. NERICAs are helping poor countries in

Sub-Saharan Africa cut their rice import bills while

increasing incomes of poor farmers; 

� Quality Protein Maize (QPM) developed by

CIMMYT and partners containing twice the amount

of lysine and tryptophan compared to normal

maize, and currently being planted in 25 countries.

QPM and other improved maize varieties alone

contribute $1 billion annually to the economies of

developing countries;

� Virus-free sweet potatoes developed by Inter-

national Potato Center (CIP) and partners that have

increased yields by 30 to 40 percent in China;

resulting benefits at farm and village levels are

estimated at $550 million per year: 

� Improved aquaculture techniques developed by W

orldFish Center, including new strains of tilapia

fish that grow 60 percent faster and yield three

harvests annually arc boosting household incomes

and nutrition in many countries, and 

� New lentil varieties developed by International

Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas

(ICARDA) have contributed additional production

of 28,000 tons annually in Bangladesh, with

estimated benefits or $12 million per year. Due to

its high protein content, lentil is known as “poor

man’s meat.”

These examples are a powerful but partial snapshot of

the benefits generated by the Japan-CGIAR partner-

ship. Building on these strengths, CGIAR is working

closely with Japanese counterparts to strengthen the

partnership through initiatives that foster knowledge

sharing and enhance development impacts. Examples

include: 

* Japan-CGIAR Fellowship Program, launched in

2004 with support from the Japanese Ministry of

Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries and JIRCAS, is in

its second year. The first batch of 11 Japanese Fellows

arc at various stages of completing their research

assignments at CGIAR Centers, through practical

experience in applying food and environmental

science to problems of development and fostering

knowledge sharing. In 2005, the program expects to

award ten fellowships; 

� JIRCAS has placed 11 senior researchers at various

CGIAR Centers, an arrangement that is helping

foster scientific cooperation between the Centers

and JIRCAS; 

� Japan Forum on International Agricultural

Research for Sustainable Development (J-FARD)

brings together leading Japanese scientists,

agencies, universities, NGOs and civil society

organizations. The J-FARO Secretariat is hosted by

JIRCAS, and plans are underway to host a major

seminar in July 14-15,2005, and 

� The Robert S. McNamara seminars of 2002 and

2003 were hugely popular. This occasional seminar

series was hosted in partnership with Japanese

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture,

Forestry and Fisheries, JIRCAS, and others. The

seminars attracted high-level participation from

former Prime Minister Hashimoto, Mr. McNamara,

and other dignitaries. 

Japan’s financial, technical, and intellectual support

to the CGIAR is critical for the more than 8,500

CGIAR scientists and staff working in over 100

countries, addressing every component of the

agricultural sector including agroforestry,

biodiversity, food, forage and tree crops, pro-

environment farming techniques, fisheries, forestry,

livestock, food policies and agricultural research

services. 

Looking to the Future

It is clear that 2005 will be the Year for Development.

The upcoming U.N. General Assembly in September

2005 will focus on the Millennium Development

Goals, and call for more concerted actions to achieve

them. This international focus on development offers

an excellent opportunity to highlight the importance

of agricultural research, strong national and

international agricultural research systems, and need

for efficient delivery mechanisms. 
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Fight institutional
Alzheimers

David Kaimowitz
Director General, Center for International

Forestry Research

They say the good thing about having Alzheimer’s

disease is that you are always visiting new places

and meeting new people. Many development

agencies have apparently taken that to heart. Rapid

staff turnover, weak efforts to save and share

documents, and strong incentives to repackage old

wine in new bottles keep many institutions from

learning from the past.

That is why it is good to see the US Agency for

International Development (USAID) invest in

reviewing everything they have funded related to

natural forests and communities during the last

twenty-five years. The result is a three-volume report

called USAID’s Enduring Legacy in Natural Forests:
Livelihoods, Landscapes, and Governance by a Chemonics

International team led by Robert Clausen. It provides

an overview and ten country studies.

Back in the 1970s, USAID’s forestry activities focused

mostly on fuelwood and promoting tree planting as

part of watershed management projects. Later,

growing concern about deforestation made them

shift towards biodiversity conservation and protected

areas. After that came a move towards market-based

instruments such as forest certification, ecotourism,

and tapping consumer demands for non-timber

forest products. Over time, they have funded more

NGOs and local governments and fewer national

bureaucracies. And if the report’s authors have their

way, the links between natural resources,

democratization, and conflict prevention will soon be

high on the agenda.

Through all that time and changes, some things

remained the same. For example, it is still important

to invest in forests for the long-term and get the

technical aspects right. You need to work with

specific farms, forests, and parks, but keep your eyes

on larger landscapes. If no one invests in studying

and monitoring forests and their products and

services, when it comes time to justify investments or

make decisions the data simply won’t be there.

Projects need to focus more on ethnic and cultural

issues. You ignore conflicts at your own risk.

People with advanced Alzheimers can be nice and

well intentioned, but they should not be running the

show. If we don’t build up our institutional memory

we will keep making the same mistakes, although we

may give them another name. Let’s hope other

agencies follow USAID’s lead and invest in learning

from their own experience.
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Japan has and continues to be a leader in supporting

international development cooperation. Japan’s

scientific and technological prowess, along with its

advocacy role, can help keep agricultural research at

the front and center or the development agenda.

CGIAR is gratified that recent G8 Summit com-

muniqués have recognized the strength and vitality of

our partnerships. More recently, under the aegis or the

U.N. Millennium Project, Professor Jeffrey Sachs’ new

report, “Investing in Development” asks the world

community to increase support to agricultural

research. With the deadline for achieving the MDGs

less than a decade away, there is a pressing need for a

more concerted knowledge-based effort to reduce

poverty. CGIAR looks forward to strengthening its

cooperation with JIRCAS and other Japanese

institutions to fulfil this important task. 

For over 30 years, the Japan-CGIAR partnership has

bridged the world of high science with the needs of

poor farmers. Throughout history, science has made

myriad contributions to human well-being. By acting

together, Japan and the CGIAR can continue to bring

the benefits of modern science to the world’s poor

farmers. In doing so, together we can make sus-

tainable development a reality.

Wake-up Call!
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I am sure that George Murdoch’s many friends in

TAA appreciated Jim Watson’s comprehensive

obituary in the June 2005 issue of the Newsletter.  I

would like to expand a little on George’s work in

developing soil survey as a support service to

agriculture in Swaziland

George went to Swaziland in the mid-1950s to

examine the soils aspects of proposals to expand

irrigation in the lower Usutu part of the Lowveld.  In

order to do this, he had to establish workable systems

for soil classification and land evaluation. During his

15 years in Swaziland he refined the systems in

numerous pre-development soil surveys and the

national soils reconnaissance, and they worked so

well that they served the country for decades.  Their

robustness and simplicity made them accessible to

farmers, agriculturalists and others, who were thus

enabled to take better account of soils in their land

management decisions and development planning. 

George consciously used soil classes and names to

communicate with all soil users, not just other

specialists. His memorable soil names (e.g.

Ungabolima series  = ‘Thou shall not plough’) became

widely used throughout Swaziland, and far beyond.

Thus, CDC agronomists and a NRI land resources

team in Southern Belize found George’s soil names

from Swaziland, such as  ‘Winn’, ‘Lesibovu’ and others,

to be the most convenient shorthand for discussing

the pedological and management characteristics of

potential citrus soils in the 1980s. 

Another reason why George’s soil classes and names

were widely accepted in Swaziland was that he took

pains to interpret their meanings and implications in

relevant and practical terms.  It is pertinent that, in

the Belizean encounter, the citrus agronomists were

as familiar with George’s Swaziland soils and their

names as the soil surveyor. George enjoyed working

at all levels of formality, and he was as happy to help

individual farmers plan their smallholdings as to

collaborate with heavyweight international missions.

When a survey or map was finished, he tried to avoid

merely mailing it, and usually delivered it in person,

so that he and the farmer or manager could go out

into the fields and he could explain his findings on

the ground.

His interest in soil management and the practical

application of his soil surveys made him realise at an

early stage that different crops and farming systems

differ considerably in their demands on soils, and

that land evaluation has to take account of current or

planned land uses. He therefore soon abandoned

concepts of generalised land capability. During the

1950s and 1960s he developed a crop-specific land

suitability system for Swaziland conditions. Similar

approaches were evolving in other countries, and

George was able to contribute substantial hands-on

experience in the formulation of the FAO Land

Suitability system. This emphasis on practical

applicability continued in his later work, and it was

no accident that the supremely practical ‘Booker

Tropical Soil Manual’ first appeared under the

editorship of Rick Landon during George’s time as

head of land resources at Bookers. 

Among the foundations of George’s ability to make

his soils work so relevant were his great love of

Swaziland and his interest in all aspects of Swazi life.

He was involved in cadastral mapping, pre-colonial

history and demography, stamps, general political

discussion groups, adult literacy, judging secondary

school essay competitions, the selection of the

national flag and anthem, and coaching Swazi

announcers for the fledgling broadcasting system. He

was no narrow technocrat, and a wide range of

interests, sympathies and polymathic knowledge

pervaded his soils work.  

Along with many others, I greatly benefited from

George’s patient generosity with his time and

knowledge towards less experienced colleagues,

students and others.  When I was his very green

junior, he not only freely imparted his wide

knowledge of soils, agriculture and Swaziland but

also shared his many enthusiasms. He stressed that

soils have so many dimensions and impacts that soil

surveyors can – and should – be interested in

anything and everything. He was also very generous

on a personal level and he did much to make my time

in Swaziland enjoyable, as well as informative. Those

who had the pleasure of working with George will

join in condolences to Muthoni and the family.
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George Murdoch’s contribution to soil survey and
agriculture in Swaziland

Ian Baillie
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Martin Brunt writes: 

I joined the Directorate of Colonial Surveys (DCS) as

Land Use Officer in April 1956 and was given an office

in the DCS building in Tolworth, in a corridor also

housing the Colonial Air-Photo Geological Survey

Unit and the Colonial Air Photo Forestry Section,

which had been established in 1953. Later in 1959 my

post and the Forest Air Survey Centre were merged to

form the Forestry and Land Use Section of DCS (which

that year became the Directorate of Overseas Surveys).

In 1959 the air-photo interpreter in the Forestry

Section retired and the post was filled by Tom Rees,

who had just retired from the Colonial Forest Service.

Tom’s first task was mapping the distribution of

strands of Terminalia brassii using air photographs on

the islands of Santa Isabel, Guadalcanal and New

Georgia in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate.

Later he undertook trials of separating Brachstegia
woodland on 1:30,000 scale air photographs in

Tanganyika. He also participated in a trial comparing

the use of panchromatic and infrared air photographs

of forest reserves in Kenya. In 1960 he became

involved in checking the interpretation of 1:25,000

scale air photographs of the forest belt in the Western

Region of Nigeria, in connection with a land use

mapping survey of Ife District. 

In 1962 Tom was engaged in a joint venture with F AO

investigating the position of forest inventory work in

British Guiana, leading to a period of field work in

that country to initiate a forest inventory, particularly

of Ocotea rodiaei (greenheart). 

In 1966 collaboration with the UN Special Fund

Agency followed with the development of proposals

for a forestry development project in Jamaica. The

project was implemented by Tom between 1968 and

1971 when he resided in Jamaica. Prior to this in 1968,

Tom Rees visited the British Solomon Islands

Protectorate and initiated a small-scale investigation

into the floristic associations of Camponosperma forests

in the Allardyce Harbour area of Santa Isabel. In the

late 1960s he was also involved in work in the British

Solomon Islands, Fiji and in British Honduras.
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Thomas Idris Rees, OBE
1918-2005

Peter Henry writes: 

Tom Rees died on the 23rd June 2005 aged 87. He

was born in South Wales, locally educated and

studied agriculture and forestry at the University

College of North Wales, Bangor. He joined the

Colonial Forest Service in 1940 and was posted to

southern Nigeria where he undertook the usual

duties of a Colonial Forest Officer. Shortly

afterwards he was called to the Colours and

Commissioned into the West African Frontier

Force at Kaduna. With the loss of Malaya, the

shortage of rubber became acute and, unusually,

Tom was released from the Army and put in charge

of a scheme to harvest wild rubber from the

Nigerian Forest Reserves. In some cases collectors

were paid in gunpowder (used for dane guns), so

there were safety complications with loads during

trekking through the bush. The scheme was

completed with success and the rubber was duly

exported. However after the war Tom discovered

that the exports all fell into enemy hands! 

After a spell back with the WAFF he was discharged

from the Army and resumed his duties in the

Western Region of Nigeria. During the 1950s most

of the larger Forest Reserves were brought under

active management with controlled exploitation

and regeneration under the Tropical Shelterwood

System and Taungya. Tom was promoted Senior

Assistant Conservator of Forests in 1949 and in

1954 was promoted to one of the two Conservator

of Forests posts in Western Nigeria. His charge

then covered some 23,000square miles, of which

almost 3,500 square miles were Forest Reserve. 

I first met Tom when I was appointed to Western

Nigeria in 1950 and was driven by him to my first

station in Ondo Province. Tall and with the build of

a rugby player he had a commanding but jovial

personality. As I came to learn in the Nigerian

Forest Service and later in LRD, he was much

respected by all ranks for his drive, careful

appraisal and for his knowledge of tropical forestry

and land use as well as his interest in staff welfare

and training. 



In 1971 the Land Resources Department of the

Directorate of Overseas Surveys became an

independent organisation in its own right, with P.C.

Chambers, CBE as Director. Chambers died in 1972

and Tom became acting Director. He occupied this

post and exercised considerable diplomatic skill until

Tony Smyth was appointed Director in mid-1974. Tom

was then created deputy to the Director and head of

the newly created Department of Planning and

Scientific Coordination and continued in this role

until he retired in May 1978. He was awarded the OBE

in 1975. 

Tom Rees was an outstanding officer in the Colonial

Forest service. A man of great integrity, he exercised

notable consideration for those who served with him.

I well remember the professional demands he made of

others, which irritated my young impetuous

tendencies. On one occasion I burst into his office and

said “Tom you’re just an emotional Welshman” to

which TIR replied “and Martin I’ve known emotional

Englishmen”! He was very much a member of the “old

school” and will be greatly missed from the annual

reunion of LRD staff that he regularly attended every

December in the “LRD pub” in Surbiton.

His wife Betty predeceased him. He is survived by his

son and daughter and by four grandsons.

John Goldson

Many of you will have seen in the press that John

Goldson died on the 26th July when he was shot by a

gang at the Carter Lake Lodge near Naivasha that he

had managed with his late wife for more than a

decade. John went to Kenya at the beginning of the

1960s and his early career was in livestock production.

He was a TAA member until 2002 and an obituary will

appear in the December Newsletter.

Richard Dening

Richard Dening died recently at the age of 85. He was

an entomologist who had worked for over ten years in

Zambia and then in other East African countries, and

also India and Sri Lanka. We will miss his regular

attendance at the London and South-East seminars

and his participation in the discussions.
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NEWS from the Executive
Committee

Membership: The decline in membership

numbers is now slowing down. Even so, there

is an urgent need for members to take part in a

membership campaign to subscribe more new

members. TAA brochures with a membership

application form are available from members of

ExCo.

Events: Any ideas on activities or events which

members are interested in should be sent to

Elizabeth Warham. Also, members are

requested to let Tony Smith know of any events

that can be publicised on the TAA website. 

E-mail circulars: ExCo wish to use more e-mail

circulars to notify members of forthcoming

events. In order to facilitate this, we need e-

mail addresses from members. 

New member of ExCo: ExCo voted that the

Chairman of the TAA Award Fund should be a

member of ExCo. 

UK Forum on Agricultural Research for

Development: ExCo has agreed for TAA to host

the UK Forum provided that it is self-sustaining

through membership fees. A working group set

up by TAA continues and is formulating a

business plan. A number of Universities/

Organisations have committed a subscription

to fund preliminary activities of the Forum. An

Executive Committee has been established and

will meet shortly to decide on the next steps and

how the UK responds to the invitation to host

the next European Forum on Agricultural

Research for Development Conference in 2008.

Any one interested in further details should

contact Elizabeth Warham.

Specialist Groups: ExCo wish to promote more

specialist groups. If any member is interested

in coordinating a particular group of their own

interest, please notify Roger Smith. Regional

groups will be happy to coordinate a meeting

on the topic. An advert can also be placed in the

Newsletter to attract participation by other TAA

members.

Elizabeth Warham
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Members may recall a note
by Peter Loveland in the
June 2002 Newsletter about
the need to conserve old,
but hard-earned, expensive
and still potentially useful
overseas soil survey reports
and data.We followed this
up with an announcement
(Newsletter, December
2004) of the establishment
of WOSSAC (World Soil
Survey Archive and
Catalogue) by the National
Soil Resources Institute on
the Silsoe campus of
Cranfield University 

We can now report significant recent
further developments.The early
response from individual soil surveyors,
including many TAA members, has been
gratifying and a number have deposited
their personal collections in the archive
at Silsoe.These have all been entered
on the database and the bibliographic
details can be accessed on the net
(www.soil-net.com/wossac). This means
that these materials are now more
widely available than previously, and can
be viewed on site at Silsoe, or can be
photocopied and mailed at cost.

During the establishment of the
WOSSAC information management
system, we took full advantage of freely
given and useful technical advice from
the British Library on large archives and
bibliographic databases.WOSSAC’s
cataloguing and archiving have been
greatly facilitated by a start-up grant
from the British Society for Soil Science.
We used most of it to take on a part
time post-doctoral associate to develop
and manage the interactive database,
which is now up and running. It is
geospatially referenced, so that all
archived information can be accessed

by country, place names or simple
latitude and longitude coordinates.We
are mindful of the potential
complications of copyright, intellectual
property, and the freedom of
information gathered with public funds.
We have informed all of the main
funding agencies of our aims, and have
received positive responses from DfID
and the EC.We make it clear to
depositors that the ownership of
material entering the archive remains
unchanged, and does not pass to
Cranfield.

WOSSAC has just been given a
substantial boost by the deposition of
the whole of the soil and land
resources collection of HTSPE
(formerly Hunting Technical Services
Ltd). HTSPE is also financing the
archiving of these materials, a task that
has already taken a group of Silsoe
students hundreds of hours.The benefit
to WOSSAC is that our coverage has
greatly increased and we have made a
significant advance in our aim towards
saving the old soil surveys.We now
have over 5000 hard copy reports
shelved and archived, and are working
towards the archiving of a larger
number of maps and remote sensing
materials.

Although the progress so far has been
encouraging, much remains to be done.
We are in discussion with other
consultancy companies and have
received universally positive reactions
so far. Several tales of ‘skipped’
collections and libraries that fell victim
to floods, relocations, and pressures on
space have reinforced the urgent need
for WOSSAC. Because company
collections are now rarely complete, the
contributions from individuals may be
the only way that we shall be able to fill
some of the gaps, and this makes them
even important than we originally
envisaged.We therefore encourage
individuals to deposit their precious but
currently underused private collections
with WOSSAC. If companies and
individuals are reluctant to actually hand

over their collections, there is another
option, whereby details of reports,
maps etc can be sent to WOSSAC and
entered into the catalogue as ’off-site’
items. In this way potential users are
alerted of their existence and can be
guided to the current holders and
locations.

We are still working on the safe
storage, shelving and archiving of the
recently acquired material.WOSSAC
would like to eventually put the actual
reports and maps online, not just their
bibliographic details.This will require
automatic scanning facilities, as the
volumes and maps are too large and
too many to do by hand. Although we
are currently immersed in the
practicalities of archive development,
we can already see the archive’s
considerable potential value as an
information source for development
work, and general information and
education.There are also considerable
research possibilities arising from the
collection and collation of so much
previously scattered information.

WOSSAC is interested in links with
similar archives, actual and potential, in
other countries. If these various archives
can develop easy compatibility and
intercommunication,WOSSAC could
be come part of global meta-database
of soil survey information.We have
already started international discussions
in order to ensure such compatibility.

WOSSAC gratefully acknowledges the help
already received from Cranfield University,
HTSPE and the British Society for Soil
Science. It goes without saying that our
future activities require further resources,
and that we are actively seeking funding
from a range of sources.

For further information, please go to
our website (www.soil-net.com/
wossac), or contact the WOSSAC
Coordinator, Dr Steve Hallett,
National Soil Resources Institute,
Silsoe Campus, Cranfield University,
Silsoe, Beds MK45 4DT.
Tel: 01525 863255.
Email: s.hallett@cranfield.ac.uk
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Progress on the World Soil Survey Archive and Catalogue

(WOSSAC)

SO
IL—

continuing the good w
ork



We had “a good Show”…
Our marquee was across the way from the
Ghana stand, and nearby was a big display by
the European Union, featuring the ten recent
“New Accession Countries”.The generous
supply of free food and drink by Lithuania,
Latvia, Cyprus, Malta and the other countries
involved meant that there was no need to
travel far for a lunch break.With music and
dancing from the various “Accession

Countries”, and celebrations linked to Ghana’s
National Day, life was not dull. Another lively
neighbour was David Handley and his
“Farmers For Action” caravan - although he
did allow Government Minister Elliott Morley
to walk by unmolested! 

New features on our stand, highlighting our “international”
interests, included a lively “Flags of the World” poster and a
World Map. New display panels aimed to tell the casual
visitor what the TAA was all about. A good start, but next
year we will aim for more colour and fewer words. New
wall-hanging panels allowed fresh material to be displayed -

including a fine new Award Fund recruiting poster.
Materials were displayed from corporate
members and from other organisations. Books,
and fliers for forthcoming conferences, were also
featured. Books came from the CTA Macmillan
Tropical Agriculturalist series, ITDG Publishing and
the Overseas Development Institute. Other
material came from the African British Business
Association, Bees for Development, BOAT,
Countrywise Communication,The Eden Project,
Farm Africa, Imperial College, London, Distance
Learning Programme (based at Wye College), the
International Centre for Underutilised Crops
(ICUC), “Send a Cow” and ULG Northumbrian.

Nearly 70 visitors left their names with us,
including around 20 from various African
countries - we particularly welcomed the lively
group from the Bicton Overseas Agricultural Trust

(BOAT). Also welcome were Mrs Russell, wife
of the President of the RASE, the Show’s
organisers, and Ian MacNicol, Chairman of
Council.There were 10 technical queries to
follow up, from sources of tropical flower
seeds within the UK to suggestions for new
crops that could be tried out in northern
Nigeria.

More than 40 members were around during
the Show, including the Show Stand team and
the members (including TAAF awardees) who
helped on the stand. Four new members were
recruited during the Show.

Finally, many thanks from Mike and Mollie Long
and myself to all those who helped out with
the stand (especially Richard Long and Ted
Wilmot), and to Alan Wilson and Hannah
Wilkinson of the RASE International team.

Henry Gunston
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At the Royal Show

Jane Wilkinson with TAAF ex-awardees (left to right) Caroline Hattam, Claire Teeling and

David Chudleigh who worked on the stand.

Tony Smith talking with a Nigerian visitor.
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The culmination of three years’ intensive work
is now available in some of the world’s
foremost institutions. CAB Abstracts Archive,
the digitization of over 600 printed volumes,
has gone live on the CAB Direct platform.

CAB Abstracts Archive makes over 1.8 million records
available electronically and places them at researchers’
fingertips for the very first time. Covering the literature from
1910 to 1973 CAB Abstracts Archive covers the early
science in agriculture, veterinary medicine, nutrition and
natural resources.

Over two dozen institutions have already purchased access
to the Archive, in a move that signals just how important this
early research is, and how having electronic access is the key
factor in this research being fully utilized by today’s scientists.
The Archive is a fully searchable modern database to enable
all information to be retrieved with ease.

The Archive contains abstracts of the leading scientific papers
of the day, such as Watson and Crick’s and Alexander
Fleming’s Nobel Prize winning works. CAB International

collected this research as it was produced, and was also
involved in the science itself, at the time. A live culture of
Fleming’s Penicillin producing fungus can still be bought today
from CABI’s Genetic Resource Collection where he
deposited it after first having it identified by CABI scientists.

In addition to such famous records, the Archive contains
information on hundreds of thousands of lesser-known but
important research papers from the early part of the
twentieth century. Much of this research is on topics that are
central to researchers today. Topics like biodiversity, pest
control (early locust plagues, first use of DDT), environmental
pollution, animal diseases (such as foot and mouth and
tuberculosis), nutrition and food production.

CAB Abstracts Archive is available now on CAB Direct. It will
be available shortly on Ovid and SilverPlatter and on other
platforms later in the year.

For more information contact:

Theresa Corless, CABI Publishing
Email: t.corless@cabi.org
Tel: 01491 829196
Website: www.cabi-publishing.org/caa
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CAB Abstracts Archive Live on CAB Direct

Install a firewall on your computer such as the one
provided by McAfee (there are free ones available such
as AVG - locate using Google). You can check to see if
your firewall is effective by going to www.grc.com

If you are using Microsoft Windows XP upgrade your
system with Windows Service Pack 2 (SP2). This will help
to avoid some of the attacks made on the system. There
is a free download available on the Microsoft website. It
may take a long time to download if you are using a dial
up service.

To avoid spam, check your incoming mail with a program
such as Mailwasher. This enables you to blacklist
incoming emails. There is a free copy available but it the
bought version costing about £20 is better.

Use a mail client other than Outlook or Outlook Express.
Thunderbird is good and is available as a free download.
It is easy to transfer address books and emails from
Outlook to Thunderbird. Thunderbird also has a facility to
remove spam and to blacklist spam sources.

Use either Mozilla or Opera as your web browser in place
of Internet Explorer to reduce the risk of viruses. Both are
available as free downloads.

Protect your computer against spyware with a program
such as Prevx which is available as a free download.

The ultimate is to install a second hard disk on your
computer (cost about £35) and use it to run the Linux
operating system in place of Windows XP with free
programmes such as Mozilla, Thunderbird and Open Office.
These will meet most of your needs and get rid of all of the
above problems. These can be upgraded free of charge by
downloads. I have installed the Xandros version of Linux

(There are others - e.g. Fedora, Lycoris, MandrakeLinux and
Suse, all of which including Xandros cost about £50) which
contains a crossover program that enables you to run your
existing Microsoft programmes if you so wish.

You will be able to find out more information about
these programs by going to Google and typing in the
key words.

Tony Smith 

Members may find the following computing information useful:



Chief Executive Dr Christie Peacock
says, “FARM-Africa was born to
support those who nobody else could
help. Many people questioned whether
a small charity like FARM-Africa could
make an impact, especially when
poverty in Africa is so widespread, but
over the years we’ve proved our
worth. Our projects have changed
thousands of lives, and by working
together with governments we’ve
instigated major policy changes.The
Kenyan governments, for example, has
adopted our animal healthcare
practices, ensuring many more farmers
and herders benefit from our practical
research, tools and methods.”

FARM-Africa’s foundations were built
on their dairy goat projects, started in
Ethiopia in 1988, and now operating
also in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.
Goats were targeted because most
smallholder farmers have less than one
acre to farm and so keeping cattle in
neither productive nor profitable.This
work has been so successful that over
60,000 families are now benefiting and
laying the foundations for a new type
of goat industry in the region. Animal
healthcare is so important for farmers
with goats, but more so for pastoralists,
who rely on livestock for survival,
moving from area to area in search of
water and grazing land. FARM-Africa
set up Mobile Outreach Camps that
travel with the pastoralist to give
veterinary services and training to
pastoralists as “barefoot vets”.

Conserving Africa’s forests is also on
their agenda because the cutting down
of forests and their mismanagement is

affecting the livelihoods of millions of
people, who rely on the forests for so
many things including, water, animal
grazing, plant products timber and
firewood. Population growth causes
increase in land clearance and pressure
on this vital resource.Working with
communities and government staff to
jointly assess management of the
forests has proved a successful route
to allow communities to live with their
trees.

FARM-Africa not only works with
animals and plants, but also emphasizes
working with people since their main
concern is to improve the standard of
living of the farmers and herders.Ten
years ago in South Africa, 50,000 white
farmers owned 90 per cent of the
agricultural land. Land reform
programmes are trying to reverse
ownership, so it is not surprising that
FARM-Africa is working closely with
land reform groups and the
government to devise ways of
improving the land reform system.

FARM-Africa’s policy is to
work directly with the
communities they aim to help.
The innovative approaches,
which they have developed to
successfully bridge the gap
that has long existed between
government ministries of
agriculture and the rural
farmers and herders, should
be applauded and used by
others working at the grass
roots level.
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FARM-Africa’s twenty years dedicated 
to rural African farmers and herders

Since 1985, FARM-Africa has been working with poverty and
famine-stricken communities in rural Africa to enable farmers
and herders to feed their families.

NEWS
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Book Review

Eyes on Africa: a fifty-year commentary
Ronald Watts, The Ebor Press, 2005. ISBN: 1 85072 327 3
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Review

The book, of some 180 pages, covers 50 years from the

mid-fifties of the 20th century to the present day. The

author in spite of being ‘retired’ from the Colonial

Service at age 28 remained associated with, or in,

Africa for the next half century. A major aim of the

book is to balance the current negative view of Africa

with one more positive and balanced. He and his wife,

a medical doctor, are Quakers and were much in-

volved in teaching, medical practice and involvement

in peace activities.

There is interesting commentary on land alienation as

applied to Zimbabwe, Uganda, Kenya and Zambia and

the different approaches to it – forced occupation,

compulsory purchase and nationalisation with

leasehold tenancy, all of which is the basis of much

present and past turmoil 

A benign view is taken of the various religious sects

throughout this time, even quoting such comments by

Idi Amin that ‘Christians were too divided’ and

Archbishop Tutu’s comment that Africans feel they

have been ‘brainwashed by missionaries’. Religion

has, however made major contributions in the fields

of teaching and health. In the field of development of

such facilities however no country has been able to

cope with a doubling of population every twenty years

and the current scourge of HIV/AIDS.

The transition to independence is dealt with at some

length and the judgement was that a major mistake

made by British governments of the time was the

policy of accelerating the granting of full self-

government. With a period between internal self-

government and full independence, Britain could have

retained some responsibilities for foreign affairs,

army and financial responsibility thereby allowing for

an orderly progression to full self-government. The

massive costs of setting up a complete diplomatic

service, for example, could then have been brought in

gradually.

Over the past 50 years African leaders have not been

noted for graceful withdrawal from power. There have

been exceptions such as the remarkable conversion

from State President of Nigeria, General Gowon, to

University student. Other graceful withdrawals have

been Kenneth Kaunda in Zambia, Julius Nyerere in

Tanzania and eventually Arap Moi in Kenya. Most of

the collapsed economies in Africa have suffered from

poor financial management and a failure to raise

taxation with deficits made up by adding to the

national debt. Too much debt was also accumulated

after independence for projects that had little chance

of generating funds to repay the debt. The lenders

bear an even greater responsibility than recipient

governments because, in the author’s view, local

planning departments were unable to rationalise

actual need in dealings with the highly experienced

economists employed by the lenders. The profligacy

of the lenders is seriously criticised.

A common characteristic in the early days of inde-

pendence in virtually all countries was the concen-

tration of power in the hands of a small clique with

only muted criticism tolerated. This led to instability

with constant threat of coups-d’états, especially those

with unnecessarily large standing armies. It is

interesting to note the relative success of Botswana,

which only had border guards but no army.

The author is particularly critical of a strident Western

press, which distorts news coming out of Africa. The

current Darfur turmoil is a case in point. Coverage of

Africa generally is poor and invariably negative. It was

felt that the news as such out of Darfur was driven by

the large aid organisations. While many African

countries receive no cover in crises like that in West

Darfur, Sudan receives pages with large photographs

of dying people, rudimentary mud huts and vehicles

stuck in mud with daily repetitions of the most

harrowing pictures. Nothing is said about the fact that

the area has been in turmoil intermittently since 1970.

Darfur, the size of France with no all-weather internal

roads, is home to a complex tribal make-up of

resident Arab tribes and incursions from Chad and

other African countries and has always been difficult

to administer from Khartoum.

The book will be of interest to all who have served or

visited Africa in the past fifty years. Descriptions of

projects and references to personalities and a wide

range of countries indicate a broad knowledge of the

continent. A little more analysis of aid and technical

assistance rather than the vaguely negative attitude to

such inputs would have left a better impression of a

very readable book

Laurie Robertson �



Letter written to Dr Alan Yates of
Llanarmon-yn-lâl, Mold.

Bvumbwe Research Station, Malawi

I was unable to attend the last Ralph Melville Mem-

orial Lecture but, like you, found Professor Gale’s

dissertation stimulating reading. I was interested in

your letter in the March edition of the TAA Newsletter
primarily because of your reference to Bvumbwe

Research Station, which I ran from 1953 to 1962. Part

of the Station contained a mixed farm unit, on a

rotation with leys and arable crops, which involved

regular ploughing by tractor; so mechanised cultiva-

tion was not a relatively recent introduction! Much of

the Shire Highlands of Malawi (Nyasaland) contains

deep soils which give good crops whether ploughed

or cultivated by hoe; never during the period I was

there was it necessary to irrigate maize. However, due

to the recent population explosion and the denudation

of the forest land (See John Morris’s letter in the June

Newsletter), cultivation has moved to those soils

containing a lateritic pan that could be at any depth to

four feet or to steep rocky land fit only for forest.

Growers were advised (we had frequent field days and

issued a Newsletter regularly in those days) not to

plant tree crops (notably tung, coffee and Macadamia)

until the soil depth had been verified by digging pits to

six feet. This was particularly important for coffee and

an elegant demonstration of coffee root depth in an

irrigation experiment proved this point. Bvumbwe

Station had its own share of laterite which was

reserved for permanent pasture and, where there was

sufficient moisture, for bluegum woodland. It also

made good latrines! 

I revisited Bvumbwe just before you and was

depressed at the general dilapidation and the low state

of morale of the research staff due to shortage of

funds for ongoing research and lack of motivation;

notably they were ignorant of work already done

(readily available from annual reports and other local

journals) and their research programme was not

progressive. 

After Malawi I took charge of Research in Sarawk

where there was a problem, not man-made, with very

acid soils. Our rice agronomist would have been very

happy if a rice variety tolerant of acid soils was

available!

L.J. Foster , The Barn, White Beech Farm, White Beech

Lane, Chiddingfold, Surrey GU8 4 XX. 

And the reply from Dr Yates

Thank you for your interesting letter (of 7th June)

about Bvumbwe, which you ran from 1953 to 1962. I

guess that makes you even more a senior citizen than

I! I started in Guyana as a lowly agronomist in 1952.

Much of my work has been with sugarcane. In this

crop, I have examined many hundreds of root profiles

worldwide – SE Asia, Africa and Central America; I

have yet to meet any other agronomist who has done

the same thing in other crops - which I consider crim-

inal. I did not have time, myself, to examine maize

roots in Malawi in 1991-2, and failed to get any of the

local agronomists to do the work.

Your letter states that I was misinformed about the

history of mechanization at Bvumbwe. Very possible

(more later) – but perhaps the tractors of your time

had long since disintegrated, and had only recently

been replaced under the World Bank Research project.

You imply that the drought-induced death of maize

would have been associated with poorer, shallower

soils. No. When driving from Lilongwe through

Dedza, Balaka and Zomba to Blantyre (then on to

Bvumbwe), also around Lilongwe to Chitedze, one

traverses good, bad and indifferent soils. Only in that

small, wetter area under Zomba Mountain, and at

Bvumbwe, was the maize still alive. The devastation

had to be seen to be believed.

You also mention the poor morale of the research

staff, and their ignorance about work done in the past.

Poor morale was especially evident at Bvumbwe,

where the staff seemed to resent the fact that they had

been posted there – oddly, this resentment was not

evident at the more remote Lunyangwa, the main

research station at Mzuzu. (You might be able to

enlighten me here. I have often wondered whether

Bvumbwe  was once the premier station in Malawi,

and whether the staff felt slighted to be relegated to

second below Chitedze, and insulted to have to report

to CARO.) Further, The Chief Agricultural Research

Officer (CARO) seemed to have difficulty in exercising

his authority over Bvumbwe – only, no other station.

And he was very competent, one of the best research

administrators that I met in Africa: he was promptly

poached to run the new EEC-funded Gene-Bank

station in Zambia.

Mind you, CARO had a very difficult job at that time:

mountains of equipment and supplies under the

World Bank project had only recently arrived. Much

had been stacked at the old agricultural college at
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Chitedze – delicate laboratory equipment still in

packing cases in the open yard, and (I recall with

horror) a cliff of bottles of absolute alcohol stacked

next to a cliff of bottles of perchloric acid. Stocks of

soil samples, kept for reference, in open paper bags,

covered with dust; a variety trial on sorghums, sited at

Chicwawa as a hot, dry site, planted in a swamp

caused by seepage from an adjacent fish farm. One

could go on.

You note that staff were ignorant of previous research,

and that their research was not progressive. How

heartily I agree with you! A couple of years earlier,

Eddie Quicke (an economist, Project Leader for the

Cameroon Research and Extension project), strongly

supported by myself, managed to get the World Bank

(Africa Division only) to accept that research pro-

grams could be considered as capital expenditure.

Therefore, programs (not just buildings and equip-

ment) could be funded by the Bank; therefore we

could influence their content. At the time in question,

I was actively engaged in guiding researchers in the

design of their proposals in Malawi, Zambia and

Cameroon. In particular, I repeatedly refused to accept

proposals for funding until proper literature searches

had been made. As you say, the information was

readily available, at least in the Central Library at

Chitedze, where ODA (as it was then) had provided

long-term support. Later, I encountered similar

problems in Nigeria. Perhaps surprisingly,

researchers in Burundi and Rwanda were far less in

need of such discipline. 

Alan Yates, Haulfre, Mill Lane, Llanarmon-yn-Iâl,

Mold, CH7 4QF.

‘ORGANIC’ 

The following extracts from the June 2005 Newsletter
stirred me to think about the use of the word

‘Organic’. I picked out:

1. “He [Sir Charles Pereira] makes some scathing remarks
about organic farming and its possible increase, with its
inevitable lower yields than the type of farming, which became
the norm as part of the Green Revolution, using pesticides and
fertilisers on a scale not imagined even 20 years ago.  …Can
some of our readers think of the problem and let us know what
they believe is the answer to Sir Charles’s concern as to how the
world will feed itself in 50 years time …..” (from Andrew

Seager’s letter, p.34).

2. “Biodiversity activities of WCMC do not yet address
microbial diversity, which is important, especially in the
context of soils”. (from Keith Virgo and Tim Johnson’s

summary, p.15).

3. “Scarcity of land to allow time for fallows to regenerate
exhausted soils and reduced areas of wild vegetation have both
impinged upon those previously sustainable practices and
reduced biodiversity”. (from Roger Smith’s article, p.17).

4. “Organic (ecologically-oriented) husbandry…organic
farms…sustainable development…regeneration of soil fertility
and quality and its role in resilience building…. Exporting
organic products…. Whether production was planned along
organic or industrialised lines. (From Julia Wright and

Melissa Harvey’s article, pp. 3,4,5,7).

In chemistry ‘organic’ pertains to the chemistry of

carbon, whereas when applied to the word

‘agriculture’ it is generally taken to mean ‘without use

of agrochemicals’.   The first meaning is implied

throughout the article from HDRA, and I welcome

that.  But if the second meaning is used to define a

type of agricultural/horticultural production, then we

are likely to run into future problems of the

sustainability of nutrient supply to plants, because

practically all managed plant-production systems are

open-ended with respect to plant nutrients – many

leave the farm via leaching, soil erosion, volatilisation,

fixation, runoff, and harvests.  In many situations,

especially in the tropics, the rate at which plant

nutrients leave the farm is often greater than the rate

that, by various means, they become available within

the root-range of plants.

The second and third quotes above indicates a middle

road between the two extremes, on which both

organic activity (that of diverse soil-inhabiting

organisms, including plants) and organic matter are

the engine and fuel which drive soils’ self-recupera-

ting capacities, year by year. This ‘automobile’ is at the

heart of ‘fallows to regenerate exhausted soils’, of

rotational agriculture, and of not only the resilience

but also the self-sustaining capacity of such systems.  

Experiences on millions of hectares with crop-

residue-based rotational zero-till agriculture in the

tropical and subtropical regions of Brazil, and other

countries, show the many benefits of using this

approach to improvement and maintenance of soil

productivity, in terms of the functioning of its

combined and interdependent characteristics -

physical, biological, hydric and chemical.  

Tillage accelerates the oxidation of organic matter in

the soil. It not only increases oxygen levels within the

upper soil layers and stimulates the rate of

transformation of organic matter by microbial

breakdown but also exposes it to direct solar radiation

and higher temperatures at the surface, with a similar

result.  Residue-based zero-till systems minimise

these effects, such that Landers et al., writing of the
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situation in Brazil, state that “Zero tillage ameliorates the
organic composition of the soil more than those using ‘organic’
systems which continue using conventional tillage, and
represents considerable progress towards and ideal organic
situation”.

Notable benefits due to organic materials - both as a

layer of plant residues on the surface and as the living

and non-living humic fractions within the soil profile

include:

� protection against damage by rain and sun;

� an energy-source for the meso- and micro-

inhabitants of the soil;

� a source (via microbial transformations) of stable

humic materials resistant to further breakdown.

The resulting effects are not only those of significant

increases in the aggregation and structural stability of

formerly degraded soils, and improved retention and

slow-release of plant nutrients from organic matter

and other sources, but also the greater rates of rainfall

infiltration accompanied by diminution of runoff and

erosion. The ‘open-endedness’ of the farm systems is

thus reduced as greater proportions of the nutrients

and rainwater are retained and used by plants,

increasing the efficiency with which they are used.

In this scenario, the agricultural systems become

‘organic-rich’ (in terms of organic matter and of

organic activity), and in them agro-chemicals are not

automatically banned, though the need for them - as

manufactured fertilisers, herbicides, etc. – can

become considerably reduced and the efficiency of

their use increased. Yields are maintained and even

enhanced above their former levels where and when

runoff and erosion were significant hindrances to

maintenance of soil productivity.

This middle-road approach between the two extremes

of ‘only agrochemicals’ and ‘no agrochemicals’ will

not necessarily enable such agricultural systems to

keep pace with rising demands imposed by unbridled

growth of populations of people and livestock, as Sir

Charles pointed out. On the other hand, this approach

can limit the rate at which the looming gaps between

demand and production may increase. It can buy us

time to improve our systems, hopefully to the point in

the future where rising and more secure outputs

balance or even exceed flattening levels of demand.   

Making better use of biotic potentials within soils

contributes to more sustained production of plant

materials and of water from the land’s catchments,

and such better land husbandry increases food

security for all.

Organic-rich agriculture of this sort would seem to

represent more-nearly stable and sustainable agro-

ecosystems than those where tillage and net losses of

plant nutrients, not replenished by agrochemical

fertilisers, result in declining yields.

Francis Shaxson, Greensbridge, Sackville Street,

Winterborne Kingston, Dorset DT11 9BJ.

Pulp, Paper and Palms – the
deforestation of Indonesia

The great fires in Kalimantan (as well as Sumatra and

West Papua) referred to by James Ramsay (December

2004) and Hereward Corley (March 2005) were

wildfires associated with an extended El Niño-related

drought. Although land clearing for oil palm plant-

ations no doubt played a part in the spread of these

fires, the main causes during 1997/98 in Kalimantan

were the draining and clearing of peat swamp forest

for Suharto’s million hectare mega-rice project in

Central Kalimantan (1997 fires) and severe degrad-

ation by 30 years’ unsustainable logging of the low-

land dipterocarp forests in East Kalimantan (1998

fires). In the latter case, the fires started in and spread

from peat swamps of the Mahakam river basin, the

same source area that had been severely affected by

the previous great fires in Kalimantan during 1982/83

when some 3.5 million hectares of mainly forested

land were destroyed in East Kalimantan. 

Sustainable forest management is much discussed in

Indonesia but nowhere practised. As a result, intact

dryland dipterocarp forest is expected to disappear in

Kalimantan and Sumatra within the next few years,

leaving significant areas of natural forest only on the

mountains and in the coastal peat swamps; deforest-

ation is currently at a rate of about 2 million hectares

per year nationally. In Sumatra, most forest loss is

now in logged peat swamp being converted to pulp-

wood and, to a lesser extent, oil palm and coconut

estates. Companies are reluctant to plant on degraded

dryland sites because of a history of conflict with

smallholder farmers who, in the post-Suharto cli-

mate, are increasingly claiming traditional land-

rights. This problem is absent in the deep peat areas

that are mostly avoided by local people. A further

consideration from the viewpoint of some of the

plantation companies is that development costs can

be offset against the value of the clear-cut natural

forest sold as Mixed Tropical Hardwood to the pulp

mills, the largest of which have been dependent on

this source since the 1980s. Some business groups
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Lorraine Doherty

(Uganda)

Lorraine wrote in March:

Work is progressing well with the International

Centre for Research in Agroforestry (ICRAF).  I am

currently completing a report for the ECOSTAR

(Empowering Communities for Sustainable

Agriculture and Rural Development) project to review

the success of tree-based, grass and other SWC (soil

and water conservation) technologies tested including

the integration of multipurpose trees.  I developed a

suitable questionnaire for the study, which was

carried out in December 2004 in the Kasitu sub-

county of Bundibugyo.   

ECOSTAR introduced stoneline, trashline, fanya-juu,

fanya-chin, hedgerow and grass strips in March 2004

as means of SWC, given the dire effects of landslides

and soil erosion.  Calliandra calothyrsus was

introduced as the most effective multi-purpose tree

for the pure hedgerow, with Grevillea robusta (silky

oak) and Albizia coriaria to support the strips of

Setaria grass and contour structures. ECOSTAR

participants have implemented the techniques

according to their own needs, local topography and

level of training received.  Essentially, this study was

instigated in order to monitor the rate of adoption,

success of training and devise the next step forward in

dissemination.

The data analysis has taken longer than expected as I

did not give enough forethought to the means of

analysis.  SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences) is not as flexible as it needs to be, and there

are other programmes which may have been more

suitable.

When this report is complete I have another short

analysis to complete for ECOSTAR on success of SWC

committee dynamics in Bundibugyo.  This looks at

how well each committee is supporting its community

in each of the ECOSTAR villages.

I will be travelling to Bushenyi to assist the team in

conducting survey on success of local herbalists.

Preparation for this is still underway. In April I will be

participating in a 4-day UGADEN (Uganda

Agroforestry Development Network) workshop in

Bundibugyo and will be rapporteur for the sessions.

The workshop will address the dynamics of

community development, including issues such as

land encroachment.

And in June:

The final phase of my placement here will be in

Bushenyi in a centre which has been set up to support

and sustain herbalists. ICRAF will be conducting a

survey to see how the herbalists are recording their

data and from where their materials are sourced. I will

help collect the data, analyse them and write the

report. 

ECOSTAR is one of ICRAF’s collaborative projects and

is at the moment waiting for funding to continue.

ICRAF certainly have lots of scope for students as

there are many projects going on.
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active in Indonesia have interests in logging,

plantation crops and pulp.

The older oil palm plantations and Acacia spp.

pulpwood plantations in Sumatra have been very

successful on mineral soils. However, there are

legitimate concerns that the necessary drainage of the

peat for plantation development is inherently

unsustainable, even in the absence of burning,

through the effects of oxidation, subsidence and

damage to the remaining natural ecosystem. There is

an active debate on the suitability of deep peat

(approximately deeper than 2 metres) for plantation

development both within the industry and amongst

wider stakeholders – including the NGOs of course. A

planter’s perspective is given by Howard Sargeant

(2001) in Oil Palm Agriculture in the Wetlands of

Sumatra:Destruction or Development available at:

http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/se_asia/projects

/ffpcp.html. Sargeant reckons that ‘the case for
sustainable agriculture on peats where water levels are
carefully regulated remains to be proved’.

If these developments on peat are failures then one

clear outcome will be a considerable increase in

serious fires, much smoke from the burning peat and

complaints of haze from Kuala Lumpur and

Singapore. The irony would be that Malaysia and

Singapore are the major investors in plantation

development in Indonesia’s wetlands.

Ivan P Anderson, 2 Ditton Place, Ditton, Aylesford,

Kent ME20 6SX. Email: ivan.anderson@tiscali.co.uk
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Peter How
(Afghanistan)

I was asked to come to Afghanistan to take on a project that
is trialing and demonstrating a specific ‘minimum-tillage’
technology for rain-fed agriculture. The first production cycle
has just been completed and its been interesting to see the
change in people’s attitudes over the 9 months of
involvement in these communities, which are in a province
where we had not worked before.

We’ve taken great care to work at a moderate level at the
beginning and to maintain an inconspicuous profile, not
creating great problems by giving out big hand-outs, and yet
giving all the relevant people opportunity to observe the
technology. By using well-established figures in the
communities for implementation – government extension
workers, land owners and laborers, not Kabul-imports –
we’ve shortened the time for acceptance and lowered the
level of suspicion that are always an issue in working in new
areas of a country like this.

Its also been great to have a chance to visit our community
development and disaster management projects around the
country, helping managers write concept papers or
proposals, train staff, or give encouragement in the areas of
their projects that relate to agriculture.

On one other matter, I’ve just collected a certain amount of
data from the trials. From the project’s point of view I can
process it adequately, but if someone could give me advise
on getting the most out of it and perhaps on how it could
have been done better, I’d be most grateful. The layout was
balanced but prescribed by the farm-scale machinery being
tested; there are four variables each at only two levels but
replicated six times on two sites.

(Peter can be contacted by email:

petermhow@mac.com)

Judith Powell
(Guatemala)

Jude wrote in late June:

I have now officially finished my placement and head

home on July 7th My time here in Guatemala has been

amazing. I have learnt so much about the work they

do with the tree nurseries from creating the nurseries,

planting the seeds, transplanting the seedlings,

maintaining them and finally planting them on

peoples land. I ended up staying a few extra weeks at

the project mainly to experience this last stage as

planting takes place in the rainy season which has

only just begun. I was able to help in a couple of

communities planting between 100 and 200 trees,

mostly pine and cypress, on each piece of land. We

have also been working on a fuel-efficient stove

programme and I was able to help with the construc-

tion of one of these in my final week. There is also an

emphasis on sustainable and organic farming prac-

tices and from my experience in Uganda I created a

document for the organisation to distribute to

communities demonstrating the ease of making their

own organic fertilizers and pesticides.

I will be sad to leave the project but I am looking at

maybe coming back and working in their Nicaragua

project.  I am very grateful for the help and support

that I have received from TAA. 

Jonathan Tully
(Nepal)

Jonathan has finished his 6-month assignment in the Nepal
Terai where he had been helping develop the growing,
processing and exporting of food.

He wrote in March:

My colleagues and I are trying to get up a technology transfer
system in conjunction with a locally based food processing
and export company (Chaudhary Group).The farm manager
is studying for a Master’s degree based on the local Tharu
culture. The Chaudhary Group factory is looking to source
produce locally, instead of importing it from China and India,
as this is also part of the company’s strong Hindu ethos of
acting pro bono).

We aim to commence with the very simple practice of
growing oyster mushrooms, which can be achieved in any
dark, cool part of a house or farm and at any scale. At the
Tiger Mountain Farm, we’ve had great success with these so
far. The final decision is still to be made as to whether we can
get this going on a large scale. However, the opportunity
exists for us to get things going on a smaller local scale (i.e.
around the vicinity of our farm).

I’ve been very busy getting the farm accounts in line,
preparing proposals for HQ – of which the farm extension
ideas form a significant part and getting my head around
organic farming in the tropics. We even have two wild boars
on the farm. Being here is a truly magical experience for
which I am greatly indebted to the TAA

News of past Awardees

David Mansell-Moullin (Uganda 1999) has moved to

Madrid where he is working with Repsol YPF, the

Spanish oil company as an Environmental Adviser

covering their exploration in parts of Latin America

and North Africa, particularly Peru, Ecuador,

Venezuela, Algeria and Libya. 
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Editorial Guidelines

1. The Newsletter issues quarterly in early March (green), June (yellow), September (brown) and December (blue).

2. The Editor is primarily responsible for the production aspects of the Newsletter.
3. Regarding the professional content, unless falling within the Editor’s area of expertise, the copy is referred to an

appropriate Member of ExCo, who de facto act as an Editorial Board.

4. All copy should be with the Editor by the first week of the month preceding the month of the next issue—at the latest—

the earlier, the better.

5. Whenever possible, reports and papers from meetings and seminars should be presented in summary or as concisely as

the material permits. References should be kept to the minimum (these are printed in a very small sized point) and the

author should be prepared to accept enquiries from Members seeking further detail. In general, submissions to the

Newsletter should not exceed 1,200 to 1,500 words in length.

6. Submissions by email and/or disc are encouraged. Such material should always be supported by a confirming hard copy

posted separately to the Editor.

7. All email submissions to the Editor should be repeated to the General Secretary.

8. To ensure accurate scanning, hard copy submissions should be of good quality, double spaced and with wide margins.

9. Drawings, diagrams, maps, etc., should be good quality line art,  and the original artwork (on disk or printed at least

600 dpi black and white) made available to the Editor. Photographs: good quality black and white or colour photographs

to be sent to the Editor (s.a.e. for return). Digital format: Max quality JPEG. 300 dpi EPS, TIFF. 

10. Exceptionally, short notes in clear and legible handwriting may be accepted.

11. The following House Style has been adopted for production of the TAA Newsletter, and contributors are asked to present

contributions, as far as possible, in this format:

� References to the Newsletter and other journals and books/publications to appear in italics

� Titles of papers to appear in italics rather than parentheses

� Caps to be used in titles for all words, apart from words like ‘a’ ‘the’ etc. Caps in general to be kept to a minimum.

� Companies always to be referred to in the singular , i.e. ‘its’ and ‘has’ rather than ‘their’ and ‘have’

� Organisations to be identified by full name the first time they are mentioned with acronym (if it exists) in brackets.

Thereafter use acronym 

� Latin phrases and names in italics

� Authors of papers to be referred to by full name, and affiliation included

� Papers might include short biography of author, so please include this, if possible

� Contributors of letters to have names in full, plus place of origin, to permit cross referencing with the Membership

List.

Disclaimer:  While we make every effort to protect the interests of our members, we are unable to check the accuracy or integrity of any advertisements in

the Newsletter.  We cannot accept responsibility for any misfortune resulting from an advertisement in the TAA Newsletter. 
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Subscriptions

Subscriptions are due annually on 1st August and, with the

exception of members having no bank account in the UK, are

payable by banker’s order.  Members joining after 30 April in

any year will not be charged a subscription for the balance of

that year.

Current subscription rates are:

� Individual membership (printed Newsletter) £30 p.a.

� Individual membership (online Newsletter) £20 p.a.

� ‘Journal’ membership (with J. Exptl Agric.) £50 p.a. 

� Student Member £5 p.a.
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